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Motivation/ Reason for Study  
At the beginning of the semester, the group had decided to focus on how ownership structures 
can define how a business operates, how profit is used and distributed and how the external 
environment can benefit from certain types of business structures. Although this idea was 
initially interesting, the group was limited in the amount of research that could be found and 
decided that a new point of focus was more compelling. Instead of looking at how businesses 
were structured, the focus shifted to how industries are stimulated by government policy and 
how this affects the organizations in the industry as well as the external environment to the 
industry. After some preliminary research, the group decided to base the research project on a 
case study of the Feed-In-Tariff (FIT) program in Ontario, which was launched in 2009. The 
Ontario FIT program is a government-led initiative to bring renewable energy technology, 
infrastructure and development to the province of Ontario. The program allows for all citizens of 
Ontario to apply for a project, and to produce their own renewable energy. 
  
The reason this program was chosen as a case study was because the program is a unique version 
of a commonly used government led renewable energy program, a Feed-In-tariff Program, which 
has been successfully implemented in renewable-focused countries like Germany for many 
years.1 The Ontario FIT program was unique because the program not only sparked a renewable 
energy industry, but it targeted key stakeholder groups simultaneously. Upon discovery of the 
special treatment of these key stakeholder groups, the project was altered again to focus on why 
these groups had been selected and supported in the program and whether or not the program 
was successful in sparking renewable energy industry while also ensuring that the key 
stakeholder groups were motivated to participate.  
 
The concept of an industry being created by governmental policies was interesting to the group 
members, and a main motivation for basing the project on this case study was the fact that the 
FIT program did just that. Another interesting aspect of the program was the fact that it had faced 
many revisions by internal council, and put on pause while new polices were developed and 
                                               
1!Zachary! Shanan,! “German! Solar! Feed6in! Tariffs!Wildly! Successful! (New! SEIA! Report).”!Clean&
Technica,&August!7,!2014.!Accessed!November!12,!2015.!!
http://cleantechnica.com/2014/08/07/germany6solar6feed6in6tariffs6seia/!
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implemented. The group was also interested in finding out how these policy changes affected the 
stability of the program and if they led to the demise of the industry. Furthermore, the group was 
motivated to compare the Ontario FIT program against other FIT programs around the world, to 
analyse similarities and differences between the programs.  
 
While many aspects of the program were of interest, the group settled on the main focus, which 
was the participation angle of the program. The amount of research on this particular aspect was 
limited, as opposed to other research angles, so our group was interested in exploring a focus 
area that was undeveloped to a certain degree. In addition, policies which sparked motivation for 
participation from specific social groups in Ontario was a factor of the Ontario FIT program 
which set it apart from other programs of its kind, thus the group felt compelled to analyse how 
this aspect of the program changed the landscape of the energy industry in Ontario and why these 
groups were prioritized from the outset, rather than waiting until the program was stable.   
 
The group members were also personally motivated to research this program. One of the group 
members had previously worked in the renewable energy industry in Ontario and was interested 
in studying the program in depth. This group member had some insight into the program and its 
policies but was approaching it from a new angle when conducting this research, because the 
problem formation for the project focused on a part of the program that was different from their 
professional focus. This group member had been working with the microFIT part of the FIT 
program, which is not a priority focus of this research study. Nevertheless, the group member 
was able to use some personal experience with the program as a starting point to dive deeper into 
the program. In addition, the second group member had also read literature that had mentioned 
the Ontario FIT program, and had conducted some preliminary research, thus the Ontario FIT 
program was familiar to both group members. By focusing on the participatory aspect of the 
program, the group members were able to satisfy some of their earlier research goals, such as 
how stakeholders in external environments are treated in relation to industries and organizations. 
The focus of the project had certainly changed, but the group felt satisfied that the agreed upon 
problem formulation was a combination of earlier ideas, while utilizing the FIT program as a 
case study.  
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Stakeholders / Participation Groups  
The FIT program is a unique program because it not only created a market that allowed for 
citizens and organizations alike to have easier access to the renewable energy industry, but it also 
targeted three key groups to stimulate participation from, and did so from the outset. The groups 
targeted in the FIT program were aboriginals and First Nation groups, community groups and 
municipal or public sector groups. As defined by the Ontario government, Aboriginals comprise, 
“(a) a First Nation in Ontario that is a “band” as defined in the Indian Act, RSC 1985, c I-5; (b) a 
Person, other than a Natural Person, that has previously been determined by the Government of 
Ontario to represent the collective interests of a community that is composed of Aboriginal 
Natural Persons in Ontario, excluding Persons who form a Métis Community; or (c) a Person, 
other than a Natural Person, that is determined by the Government of Ontario for the purposes of 
the FIT Program to represent the collective interests of a community that is composed of 
Aboriginal Natural Persons in Ontario, excluding Persons who form a Métis Community.”2 
Métis communities do not identify with being “First Nations”, thus a Métis community as 
defined by the Ontario government are, “(a) the Métis Nation of Ontario or any of its active 
Chartered Community Councils; (b) a Person, other than a Natural Person, that has previously 
been determined by the Government of Ontario to represent the collective interests of a 
community that is composed of Métis Natural Persons in Ontario; or (c) a Person, other than a 
Natural Person, that is determined by the Government of Ontario for the purposes of the FIT 
Program to represent the collective interests of a community that is composed of Métis Natural 
Persons in Ontario.”3  
 
When using the term Community, The FIT Program is pertaining to a renewable energy project 
owned by (a) one or more individuals who are residents of Ontario, (b) a registered charity with 
its head office in Ontario, (c) a not-for-profit organization with its head office in Ontario or (d) a 
“co-operative corporation all of whose members are resident in Ontario.”4 Finally, a municipal or 
                                               
2!Ontario!Power!Authority.!”Appendix!1!–!Standard!Definitions.”!Accessed!December!15,!2015.!
http://fit.powerauthority.on.ca/sites/default/files/version4/FIT6Standard6Definitions6Version646
062.pdf!
3!Ibid.!
4 !Lea! Cameron,! “Feed6in! tariffs:! Accelerating! renewable! energy! project! development! in!
Ontario,”!MaRS&market&insights,&(2011)!31.!Accessed!December!3,!2015.!
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public sector group is described as a project which has the explicit support from the local 
municipality which it is located in. If the project is located in several municipalities it needs the 
support of all of them in order to receive the added value as defined in the FIT price schedule.”5  
 
Shortly after the FIT program launched in 2009, a program called the Aboriginal Loan Guarantee 
Program launched, which acted as a supportive program to help spark Aboriginal and First 
Nation participation in the FIT program. With access to capital being a main barrier to aboriginal 
participating in the FIT program, the Ontario Government created the Aboriginal Loan 
Guarantee Program which guaranteed a maximum of 75% equity for projects, not succeeding 
funding of $50 million per project. 6  This project was managed by the Ontario Financing 
Authority (OFP). The OFP acted as a liaison between the aboriginal communities interested in 
participating in the FIT program, and the banks, electricity agencies and other key stakeholders 
who were involved.7 It is important to stress that the OFP’s action were merely those of a liaison 
function to help the project actualize, as aboriginal communities were required to “own” all 
aspects of the contract signing.8 
 
As the FIT program matured, support programs for Aboriginals and First Nations expanded, 
providing additional funding and liaison. In 2010, the Aboriginal Energy Partnerships Program 
(AEPP) launched, with three components: The Aboriginal Renewable Energy Fund, the 
Aboriginal Renewable Energy Network and the Aboriginal Community Energy Plans Program. 
The AEPP was established to act as a support system that would assist this identified key 
                                                                                                                                                       
http://marsdd.com/wp6content/uploads/2011/02/MaRSReport_FIT_cleantech.pdf!
5!Tetrault! McCarthy,! “FIT! Standard! Definitions! Version! 2.0.”! April! 5,! 2012.! 15.! Accessed!
November!10,!2015.!!
https://www.mccarthy.ca/pubs/FIT%20Standard%20Definitions%20Version%202%200.pdf!
6!Government!of!Ontario.!“Creating!Jobs!and!Promoting!Economic!Sustainability!for!Aboriginal!
People! with! the! Aboriginal! Loan! Guarantee! Program.”! Last! Modified! September! 4,! 2009.!
Accessed!November!15,!2015.!!
http://www.news.ontario.ca/mei/en/2009/09/creating6jobs6and6promoting6economic6
sustainability6for6aboriginal6people6with6the6aboriginal6loan6g.html!!
7!Ibid.!
8!Ibid.!
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stakeholder group in networking among aboriginal communities, as well as planning, 
development and funding for renewable energy projects.9 The AEPP was part of the OPA.  
 
Support for Communities came in the form of a Community Energy Partnerships Program 
(CEPP), which launched in 2010. The Community Energy Partnerships Program offers support 
in terms of education and funding to help communities to actualize a renewable energy project. 10  
Most of the funding given by the CEPP is for costs associated with early stage expenses, such as 
development of projects, research and planning. The total amount of funding the CEPP can 
provide per project is $200,000. The Community Energy Partnership Program considers a 
community any individual landowner pursuing a renewable energy project in Ontario solely or in 
a group.  
 
Support for Municipalities and public sector groups was the third and final group to be supported 
by the Program. In 2013, the Municipal and Public Sector Energy Partnerships Program was 
launched and ordered into creation by the Minister of Energy as a result of the review of the FIT 
Program, and the new FIT Version 3.0. 11 The fund was created to support municipalities and 
public sectors to take part in the FIT program through funding. The Program is meant to act in 
similar ways as the Aboriginal Renewable Energy Fund and the Community Energy Partnerships 
Program. The main aspect of the program is to provide funding to help with the early stages of 
project planning and expenses. The maximum amount of funding available to municipal and 
public sector entities is $500,000. The amount of funding available per group depends on the 
amount of proposed Fit Projects involved in the application. Applicants who have three or more 
proposed FIT projects are eligible for $40,000, applicants who have two proposed FIT projects 
                                               
9!Government! of! Ontario.! ”Aboriginal! Energy! Partnerships! Program:! Creating! Green! Energy!
Opportunities! for! First! Nation! and! Métis! Communities.! Last! Modified! Spetember! 2,! 2009.!
Accessed!November!10,!2015.!!
http://www.news.ontario.ca/mei/en/2009/09/aboriginal6energy6partnerships6program6
creating6green6energy6opportunities6for6first6nation6and6meti.html!
10 !Community! Energy! Partnerships! Program.! “Community! Energy! Partnerships! Program.”!
Accessed!November!20,!2015.!!
http://www.communityenergyprogram.ca/Home.aspx!
11!Ontario! Power! Authority.! ”Interim! program! rules:! municipal! and! public! sector! energy!
partnerships!program.”!September!2013.!Accessed!December!13,!2015.!
http://www.powerauthority.on.ca/sites/default/files/programs/Interim6MPSEPP6Rules.pdf!
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are eligible for $30,000 and applicants who are proposing only one Fit project are eligible for 
$20,000 in funding.  
 
The three programs, the AEPP, the CEPP and the Municipal and Public Sector Energy 
Partnerships Program have been replaced by the Energy Partnerships Program which will 
amalgamate the three separate programs under one cohesive unit.12 This program is set to launch 
in 2016.  
 
In addition to these group programs, a Priority Points System and a Capacity Set Aside system 
were put in place with the FIT version 2.0 in 2012, to allow for projects with support from one of 
the prioritized groups to be processed first. Since the introduction of the Priority Points Scheme, 
the program has been adjusted to provide priority points in different ways. This will be explored 
later in the report.  
 
The programs put in place both at the beginning of the program and throughout the program 
acted as instigators for participation from the targeted groups. Evaluation on the effectiveness of 
these programs in gaining participation will be covered later in the report as well.  
 
Group&project&hypothesis&
Our hypothesis consists of three parts: 
 
•! The& Government& of& Ontario& created! a! FIT! program! that! has! had! an! inclusive,!
participatory!motive!
•! The!Program!has!resulted!in!a!change!in!the!way!Ontario!citizens!view!and!participate!in!
Energy!production!!!
•! The!strategy!has!been!successful!
 
                                               
12 !Community! Energy! Partnerships! Program.! “Energy! Partnerships! Program.”! Accessed!
November!20,!2015.!
http://www.communityenergyprogram.ca/EPP/EPPOverview.aspx!
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The Ontario FIT programs have been designed in such a fashion as to give extra incentives for 
businesses to cooperate with First Nations, municipalities and cooperatives and also for these 
targeted stakeholders to start their own businesses and invest in renewable energy. The microFIT 
program (<10KW/h) was designed to be very simple so that non-commercial players can invest 
in the market. It is also fashioned so that the aforementioned investments are protected from the 
market forces. At the same time, the narrowly defined FIT program (>10 KW/h) has evolved to 
include both price adders and a priority point system so that specific stakeholders are prioritised 
in the system. Because the FIT program for larger projects is aimed at projects demanding larger 
investments and larger returns, it is important to develop incentives like these to secure that the 
mentioned groups do not only exist on the market, but can also compete with traditional 
businesses. So on one hand the microFIT makes it possible for small players to make 
investments in small projects that will not individually be large enough to give the investors 
more than a side income. Simultaneously the FIT program for larger investments supports 
communities (in a broad definition) to start businesses that will be profitable and give a stable 
income for that community. The purpose of these factors of the Ontario FIT program as a whole 
is to lower the barriers to the energy procurement market for communities and not-for-profit 
groups. These incentives have also impacted the way the organizations operating in the 
renewable industry in Ontario have approached their strategy and their target groups. 
 
Our second hypothesis is that there is a causational affect tied to the community prioritization 
scheme, being that local communities are taking ownership of energy production. By supporting 
these groups and stakeholders the government of Ontario has pluralised the market as an 
increased number of small players are contributing with energy to the Province of Ontario utility 
grid. The government is incentivising small projects spread out over the Province which makes it 
possible for local communities participate in the development. Thereby the government is 
changing the form by which energy is procured. The FIT program is changing the relationship 
between citizens and energy; instead of there being a few large power plants supplying the whole 
Province with energy, citizens can now themselves procure energy and reduce their energy 
dependency.  
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At the same time as the one-sided dependency relationship between citizens and power plants is 
reduced, the responsibility of citizens to themselves reduce their CO2 emissions is increased. 
Increasing their responsibility will also be an incentive to invest in renewable energy and thereby 
reduce the emissions of the Province as a whole. This is summed up in this sentence by  
Bob Chiarelli, from the introduction of the Long-Term Energy Plan of 2013:  
 
“Communities must be allowed to take a more central role when implementing provincial 
policy objectives. The opportunity for communities to participate in energy infrastructure 
must be balanced with their responsibility to take ownership of local decisions.”13 
 
By targeting these groups, the government is also supporting economic development. They are 
doing so by allowing cooperatives to make more revenue and by increasing the amount of equity 
in the projects owned by the local community, they will create more jobs, while ensuring (to a 
certain degree) that the return of the projects will stay within the community. Making 
communities participate in the development of renewable energy will also lead to a larger 
support for the projects in their area. 
 
Together these factors will lead to a more sustainable program and thereby a more sustainable 
transition to renewable energy unless other externalities affect the program. 
Guide&to&the&Ontario&FIT&report&
This project is a report on the participatory elements of the Ontario feed-in tariff program with a 
focus on why it is important. As we have understood at the end of this process there is a specific 
outline to how a business study project has to be done at RUC this is a guide on how to translate 
our project to the traditional style.  
 
                                               
13!Ministry!of!Energy.!”Ontario’s!long!term!energy!plan,”!2010.!7.!Accessed!December!10,!2015.!!
http://www.nexteraenergycanada.com/pdf/ontario_ltep.pdf!
Ministry!of!Energy.!“Achieving!Balance!–!Ontario’s!Long!Term!Energy!Plan.”!2.!Accessed!Nov!17,!
2015.!!
http://www.energy.gov.on.ca/en/files/2014/10/LTEP_2013_English_WEB.pdf!
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In this report we have attempted to analyse the Ontario FIT program’s built-in participatory 
structures, how the FIT program was used to reach participatory goals in the Ontario economy 
and energy procurement and why this is important.  We have discussed this in the introduction 
motivation and hypothesis of the project. 
 
In the methodology we have discussed the methods used in the project. As we started a new 
project late in the term we had to start working as soon as possible and therefore the method used 
is not what was initially planned. We have had to develop our hypothesis and method during the 
work of the project. 
 
The introduction to theories section discusses the theories we have used to evaluate and analyse 
the Ontario FIT program.  
 
As the FIT program has developed drastically over time both concerning prices paid for energy 
and how the targeted participation groups are to be included we have chosen to have an extensive 
background on the program included in our report. This is to be able to see how the program has 
developed and thus try to trace the causality of policy changes, development of the Ontario 
economy and debate and also the development of the program itself. The actual timeline can be 
found in the report, while the details can be found in Appendix A. 
 
Following the history is an evaluation of the energy market in Ontario and then the political 
arguments used for legitimising the introduction of the program. This is important to include for 
our analysis of the goals of the program. 
 
We give a background on the First Nations of Canada to be able to discuss the implications of 
the FIT program for this group and to argue for why it was important that this group was 
specifically targeted in the program. 
 
Next we have included a section where we elaborate on the targeted stakeholder groups and why 
they were targeted in the program. In this section we disclose the definitions of the key groups.  
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Up until this point we have attempted to give the framework for our study of the FIT program. 
Hereafter follows the evaluation and analysis of the program starting with looking at quantitative 
data we have accessed and what information we have discovered regarding what implications the 
FIT program has had for some First Nation groups.  
 
The following sections discuss the Ontario FIT program from various angles and relating how 
the program has affected jobs, the energy market and aboriginal communities with the programs 
participatory structures. We discuss the marketing strategies to be implemented, how to combat 
NIMBYism and why the Ontario program’s participatory structures make it stand out compared 
to other programs and the consequences it has.  
 
At the end of the report we have our conclusion where we discuss our findings and answer the 
problem question posed in this report. 
Theory&of&Science&&
Inductive Research  
When framing the theoretical approach of the project, the group members decided on an 
inductive approach to studying, with elements of deduction. The group members had formulated 
an hypothesis in relation to the problem formation which then was dissected into targets, which 
were researched through data collection and an interview.14 Once the research was conducted, 
the group members analysed the findings by utilizing theories. The iterative strategy was also 
used, as some new research findings allowed the group members to tie in new theories.15 The 
elements of deduction stem from the fact that an hypothesis was derived, but the project’s 
approach cannot be seen as completely deductive, as the starting point did not involve a theory. 
Instead, the theories were brought in as the data and findings were evaluated. A reason for this is 
that the focus of the project had not been a subject of focus in the past, thus the researchers were 
made to draw new conclusions and tie together theory that hadn’t previously been done. The 
limitations of this is that the researchers were unable to completely base their analysis or 
                                               
14!Alan!Bryman,!Social&Research&Methods,&4th&Edition.!New!York:!Oxford!University!Press,!2012.!
p.!24!
15!Ibid.,!p.!26!
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evaluations on previous works as the chosen subject and mode of analysis had not been done 
before. This means that this report is making connections that have not been done before and 
therefore cannot rely too heavily on previous research. 
Interpretivism  
The researchers took an Interpretivist approach to this project. Rather than trying to explain the 
role of human behaviour, in this case, the reason why key groups were targeting through the 
program, the group has focused on understanding this human behaviour.16 A distinction between 
explanation and understanding is important, but when used in this report, is not completely clear 
cut. The researchers have operated under a sociology focused report, which takes into 
consideration the definition of Max Weber, who described sociology as a “science which 
attempts the interpretive understanding of social action in order to arrive at a casual explanation 
of its cause and effects.” 17  In this way, the researchers have relied upon an interpretivist 
approach to arrive at a “causal explanation”, while focusing on understanding how social action 
can be interpreted.18 The practice of interpretivism was carried out in the interview with Ben 
Weir from the Canadian Solar Industries Association, as a way for the researchers to understand 
the thinking and reasoning behind prioritizing the key groups in the FIT program.  
Ontological Considerations 
The researchers have operated under a belief of the ontological position of constructionism. The 
view that the researches held in relation to this project was that the government of Ontario was 
able to adjust the way citizens viewed energy production and procurement through a program 
that had been socially constructed. In addition, since the rules of the program continually 
adjusted due to inclusion of key groups targets, the rules did not remain stagnant from the start of 
the program, which would have been the case if the program was operating in a objectivist 
approach.19 Due to the fact that the program had goals to include specific groups from the outset, 
and that the polices which affected these goals changed drastically as the program matured, the 
program was a result of social constructionism. In addition, the social world in relation to the 
program was very important to the researchers as the cultural aspects of the key targeted groups 
were important to consider, and understand how the program affected these groups. The 
                                               
16!Ibid.,!p.!28!
17!Ibid.,!p.!29!
18!Ibid.,!p.!30!!
19!Ibid.,!p.!33!
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government of Ontario operated in a constructivist view when implementing and changing the 
program, as both the rules of the program the definitions of key groups evolved over the time of 
the program. The researchers have utilized both the interpretivist method, as well as a 
constructionism view to approach this research project with the understanding that social action 
is an important aspect of the focus area of this project, and not to be overlooked.  
The constructionism approach was clearly included in the research questions, as the questions 
focused on how the program affected the energy industry and altered citizens ideas of what the 
energy industry is. These questions reflect on the constructionism theme, acknowledging that the 
energy industry in Ontario is at least capable of evolving, rather than departing from the idea that 
the industry is stagnant and unchanging. This view made it possible for the researchers to 
understand how the government can introduce policies that will alter the landscape of citizens 
approaches to an industry. 
Research Strategy    
The research strategy used was a mixed methods research strategy, as both quantitative and 
qualitative methods were used in the project. The qualitative method was used in the form of a 
semi-structured, qualitative interview with a member of the Canadian Solar Industries 
Association via a telephone call. Although research questions were formulated and sent to the 
interviewee before the interview was conducted, the interview was qualitative and not structured. 
The interviewee was encouraged to elaborate on key points and change course from the 
interview questions, so that the researchers were able to understand the interviewees train of 
thought and take into consideration any details that the interviewee felt relative to the broader 
research question. Since the questions were mainly fact-based, the need for an in-person 
interview was not strong, as the body language and facial expressions were not as important in 
this case. The researchers recorded the interview using a mobile device and transcribed it. The 
transcription can be found in appendix B.  
 
In addition, a qualitative strategy approach was used with secondary data that was collected 
through documents posted by the Ontario Power Authority administration and the Ministry of 
Energy, utilizing documents such as press releases and policy statements. These documents were 
of paramount importance, as the researchers needed to understand the program in depth, and 
understand the energy industry in Ontario. Since these documents were generated from either the 
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provincial government, or a subset of the provincial government, the credibility and authenticity 
of the documents were high.20 However, since the documents were secondary, the researchers 
cannot be sure that the documents used were completely accurate. Another form of secondary 
qualitative documents used was newspaper articles pertaining to the Ontario energy industry as 
well as the program in itself. A limitation with using newspaper articles is that the authenticity 
and credibility can be varying, especially when the subject in focus involves a political program. 
To counter this, the researchers relied upon statistics and program documents from the Ontario 
government to fact check.  
 
The researchers also utilized secondary documents and official statistics based on the program, 
generated by the Government of Ontario, which was a quantitative research approach. The 
researchers decided to use this type of research because they were limited in resources and 
budget, and because there existed high quality data from research groups and the government of 
Ontario. In addition, this left the researchers more time for data analysis and evaluation of a 
program that, as mentioned previously, had not been subjected to this sort of focus. The 
researchers were able to pull out insights and findings that had previously not been connected. 
Bryman suggests that, “In fact, data can be analysed in so many different ways that it is very 
unusual for the range of possible analyses to be exhausted.”21 By using the secondary research, 
the project was able to focus on a new subset of the FIT program. There limitations with using 
data of this kind is that the researchers have little control over the quality of the data and are 
subjected to working off of the conclusions of others. For the purpose of this project, the sources 
used were official OPA documents, and statistics from Statistics Canada, the Canadian statistics 
agency. The researchers felt conformable with the integrity of these sources, however are unable 
to ensure complete accuracy. In addition, the secondary research was limiting in the way that it 
was not created for the specific purpose of this research project, so some data and variables were 
missing. In the discussion, the researchers have outlined areas for further research which will 
strengthen the conclusions of this project.  
 
Values  
                                               
20!Ibid.,!p.!544!
21!Ibid.,!p.!315!
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The researchers understand that their findings and conclusions can be driven from personal 
motivation and biases, however the subject matter is quite fact based, which removes a lot of 
personal bias from confusing the findings.  
 
Validity of Findings  
The researchers have notified that internal validity can be an issue, as the projects focus is 
mainly on the impact of policy (value x) on the energy industry (value y). In this case, the 
researchers annotate that the findings from the effects of this program are compelling, but that 
there may be other affects, aside from policy (value x) that also led to the impact on the industry 
(value y). In addition, since the project has focused on a case study, the issue of external validity 
is not as relevant, as the researchers are concluding on the impacts of this specific program, not 
on all FIT programs in the world.  
 
The FIT Program as a Case Study  
Our group has approached the Ontario FIT program as a case study, in which to research and 
draw conclusions from. The limitations with using case study research is that the findings can be 
generalized.22 Although our group has consulted other similar FIT programs, the amount of 
comparative research has been limited, but our group notes this and does not attempt to apply 
these findings to other similar programs.   
Introduction&to&theories&
The theoretical tools we will use to analyse the data we find are the following: 
 
Promoting renewable energy in a market environment: A community-based approach for 
aggregating green demand by Rudd Mayer et al23. 
 
                                               
22!Yin,! Robert! K.! Case& Study& Research:& Design& and& Methods.& London:! Sage! Publications! Inc.,!
(2014)!20.!
23!Rudd!Mayer,!Eric!Blank,!Randy!Udall,!John!Nielsen,!“Promoting!renewable!energy!in!a!market!
environment:!A! community6based!approach! for! aggregating! green!demand”,!May,! 1997.! 168.!
accessed!November!27,!2015.!!
http://apps3.eere.energy.gov/greenpower/resources/pdfs/lawfund.pdf!
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The report is proposing that to meet the increased demand for energy and at the same time 
reduce emissions from energy production there needs to be large investments in renewable 
energy. But the main obstacles for these investments are the higher price for renewable energy 
than for energy from traditional resources.  
 
At the same time the utility market is usually a monopoly of one large energy provider for a 
whole region, whether it is private or public, so that customers cannot choose what energy they 
want. Therefore customers who are ready to pay a bit more on their utility bills to have their 
energy come from renewable sources do not even have to opportunity to do so. And these 
customers are few because the average citizen is not informed on the environmental costs of the 
energy they are using.  
 
The situation with monopolistic circumstances on the utility market creates a responsibility 
problem. If customers are not even able to reduce their emissions by voluntarily investing or 
paying a higher price on their bills, then the whole responsibility of phasing out fossil fuels out 
of the utility market lands on the companies. And as investing in renewable energy will give 
them higher costs they will not do so.  
 
As they argue investing in renewable energy is a question of responsibility, then it is a matter of 
dividing responsibility between government, industry and communities. The best way to 
stimulate investments is a community-based approach where communities and individuals take a 
larger responsibility. This is because it is credible, as everyone then share responsibility and it is 
not concentrated on a few actors alone. Second it is a matter of cost-efficiency. If not-for-profit 
groups can organise to procure energy efficiently, then the primary goal of profitability is 
reduced in the sector and actors can accept higher costs, as the primary goal is to reduce 
emissions and not to create profit. Thirdly, community ownership in energy procurement can 
develop an ethic of community responsibility in clean energy that might translate into a sense of 
responsibility for the environment in other sectors. 
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Corporate/indigenous partnerships in economic development: the first Nations in Canada – 
Robert B. Anderson24 
 
Robert B. Andersons piece on corporate/indigenous partnerships in economic development 
discusses the necessity of First Nations in Canada to participate in the global capitalist economy 
in order to create an economic self-sufficiency and thus not rely on external actors to provide 
them with the resources they need.  
 
He argues that First Nations have some objectives they want to reach. These objectives are: 
greater control over activities on their land, self-determination and economic self-sufficiency to 
end dependency.  
 
In Canada the First Nations have strong land rights, but in order to end dependency on the 
outside and to improve their socio-economic situation they need to have an economic 
independence. To reach economic independence the First Nations want to compete in the 
capitalist economy with businesses aiming to be profitable but still owned by the community as a 
whole. 
 
These businesses can then follow two strategies to successfully compete with other companies 
and create wealth for their communities: either attracting investments to their communities in 
mutually profitable arrangements, or to start their own businesses and try to harness the 
resources they have. 
 
Best practices for implementing a feed-in tariff program – Luskin Center25 
The Luskin Center report on feed-in tariff program analyses FIT programs that have been used in 
various places in North America. The argument is that apart from the objective of increasing the 
                                               
24!Robert!B.!Anderson.!”Corporate/indigenous!partnerships!in!economic!development:!The!First!
Nations!in!Canada”,!World&Development&25!(1997):!148361503.!
25!J.!R.!DeShazo!and!Ryan!Matulka,!“Best!practices!for!implementing!a!feed6in!tariff!program”,!
Los&Angeles&Business&Council,&2009.!accessed!November!27,!2015.!
http://innovation.luskin.ucla.edu/sites/default/files/Best%20Practices%20for%20Implementing
%20a%20Feed%20in%20Tariff%20Program.pdf!
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use of renewable energy and reducing the use of energy from fossil fuels, feed-in tariff programs 
can have three objectives: cost-efficiency, inclusiveness and economic development. The 
objectives will affect the design of the program. 
 
The objective can be for the program to be cost-effective. Then the design of the program will 
reduce the need for subsidies by for example having a cap on how much money will be spent of 
the program, or capping the amount of projects or capping the Watts that the program will 
support. It can also be a matter of a specific amount of money that will be used on the program. 
 
If the objective is to be inclusive, then it is a matter of diversifying the organisations or 
individuals participating in the program and/or to reduce barriers for agents that otherwise might 
be outcompeted in the market by larger actors. It might lead to creating incentives for specific 
groups to take part in the program or setting aside a certain amount of money or number of 
projects for the same groups or actors. 
 
The third objective of economic development will affect the design of the program so that it 
stimulates the economy as much as possible. This could be that the program is designed to target 
programs that will create as many jobs as possible or in communities where economic 
development is deemed necessary. 
 
The FIT review joint submission by a group of climate organisations26 
In 2011 a group of organisations working to promote green investments in Ontario published a 
report where they assessed the program up until that point and provided recommendations for the 
future. Relevant for our study is the chapter on community participation where they discuss the 
importance of increased community participation on the FIT program. The arguments are the 
following: 
 
                                               
26!Green! Energy! Act! Alliance.! ”Ontario! feed6in! tariff! 2011! review,”! December! 2011.! 18.!
Accessed!December!4,!2015.!
http://www.pembina.org/reports/on6feed6in6tarif620116review.pdf!
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In order to increase support for the program it is important that the communities in which the 
projects are feel that they are also receiving the benefits of the program and the best way to do so 
is increasing local equity on the projects.  
 
If communities and co-ops are participating more in the program then more jobs will be created 
and more spending will go directly into the communities creating more income. This is because 
(a) they have higher costs than other commercial actors and therefore more money is being spent 
in the community and (b) more of the revenue from the projects go directly back into the 
community because a commercial company might use the revenue collected from a specific 
program to invest elsewhere.  
 
Does community ownership affect public attitudes to wind energy? A case study from 
southwest Scotland – Charles R. Warren and Malcolm McFadyen27 
We have also chosen to include in our report a case study referred to by the above mentioned FIT 
review concerning the support for a project or renewable energy depending on community equity 
in the program. This is a study by Charles R Warren and Malcolm McFadyen on wind energy 
procurement in southwest Scotland where they compared attitudes towards wind power and 
renewable energy in two communities. 
 
In one community, on the island of Gigha the local citizens had invested in wind turbines 
themselves and on the nearby peninsula Kintyre the community had no equity in the local wind 
energy project. What the study found was that despite a generally positive view of renewable 
energy in both communities, the community on Gigha where they had ownership over the local 
energy project, had a more positive view not only on the project itself but also on wind energy as 
a whole.  
 
Public support for programs like the Ontario FIT program is essential for its sustainability of the 
program and thus its chances to efficiently change the system of energy procurement in the area 
of which it is in place. 
                                               
27!Charles!R.!Warren!and!Malcolm!McFadyen,!“Does!community!ownership!affect!public!
attitudes!to!wind!energy?!A!case!study!from!south6west!Scotland.”!Land&Use&Policy&27!(2010).!
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History&of&Ontario’s&FIT&program&
 
The development of the FIT program since 2009. 
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In 2009 the Province of Ontario passed the Green Energy and Green Economy Act in an attempt 
to reduce the amount of energy produced from fossil fuels and CO2 emissions. Part of this act 
was the Feed-In Tariff (FIT) program modelled on the basis of Germany’s earlier 
Strominspeisungsgesetz which was a system implemented to incentivise households to produce 
green electricity of their own28. The program means that the central energy company (in Ontario 
it was called Ontario Power Authority, OPA but in 201529 it merged with and took the name of 
Independent Electricity System Operator, IESO30) will contract for above-market-prices prices 
for energy fed into the grid by independent actors as long as it is generated through renewables. 
Usually these contracts last for 20 years but they vary between five and 5031 and it depends on 
the type of energy. The rate at the introduction of the program was up to around 80 cents/KWh, 
compared to the around 9 cents/KWh it sold energy back to the customers.  
 
Another essential part of the FIT program of Ontario was that part of the resources for a project 
had to be sourced within the region. In the start of the program 25% of a wind power project and 
40% of a solar power project had to be sourced within the region32.  
 
The FIT program splits in two: there is the FIT and the microFIT program. The microFIT is 
aimed at projects up to 10KW/h and the FIT is for projects from 10KW/h up to 500 KW/h33. The 
                                               
28!Timmins,!Thomas!J.,!George,!Jessica,!and!Susana!Fonseca.!“Unlocking!the!value!of!Aboriginal!
participation! in! Ontario! FIT! program! projects.”! Gowlings,! July! 2015.! Accessed! November! 22,!
2015.!!
https://www.gowlings.com/KnowledgeCentre/article.asp?pubID=4066!
29!Independent!Electricity!System!Operator.!“Progress!Report!on!Contracted!Electricity!Supply.”!
Last! Modified! September! 21,! 2015.! 5.! Accessed! November! 23,! 2015.!
http://www.ieso.ca/Documents/Supply/Progress6Report6Contracted6Supply6Q22015.pdf!
30!Timmins,!Thomas!J.,!George,!Jessica,!and!Susana!Fonseca.!“Unlocking!the!value!of!Aboriginal!
participation! in! Ontario! FIT! program! projects.”! Gowlings,! July! 2015.! Accessed! November! 22,!
2015.!!
https://www.gowlings.com/KnowledgeCentre/article.asp?pubID=4066!
31!Independent!Electricity!System!Operator.!“Progress!Report!on!Contracted!Electricity!Supply.”!
Last! Modified! September! 21,! 2015.! 17.! Accessed! November! 23,! 2015.!
http://www.ieso.ca/Documents/Supply/Progress6Report6Contracted6Supply6Q22015.pdf!
32 !Institute! for! Local! Self6Reliance.! “Reviewing! Ontario’s! “Buy! Local”! Renewable! Energy!
Program.”!Last!Modified!May!2013.!1.!Accessed!November!12,!2015.!!
http://ilsr.org/wp6content/uploads/2013/05/expect6delays6ontario6fit6ilsr62013.pdf!
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microFIT has simpler rules as the project is aimed at homeowners and individuals and all 
contracts are over 20 years or 40 years for waterpower projects34. As the FIT program is aimed at 
bigger projects that produce more energy the rules are more complex35.  
 
The FIT program has had its difficulties. Not only did the world economy collapse in the end of 
2008, but also the Liberal Party that introduced the program almost lost its majority in the 
election of 2011 and the OPA struggled with the administration. Finally in 2013 Ontario lost a 
WTO case to Japan, the EU and the USA. The countries claimed that Ontario was being 
protectionist and thereby breaking WTO rules36. 
 
The objectives of the FIT program were to reduce the use of fossil fuels and to create jobs and to 
a degree the goals have been met. In 2014 Ontario managed to phase out the coal plants37 and in 
the same year it was estimated that the program has created 31,000 jobs. However, the 31,000 
jobs is far from the promised 50,000 by the end of 201238 and the latest figures from May 2015 
state that 20,000 jobs have been created as a result from the Fit program39.  
 
                                                                                                                                                       
33!Ministry! of! Energy.! “FIT! and!microFIT! Program.”! Last!modified! August! 26,! 2015.! Accessed!
November!12,!2015.!! !
http://www.energy.gov.on.ca/en/fit6and6microfit6program/!
34!Independent!Electricity!System!Operator.!“About!microFIT.”!Accessed!November!6,!2015.!!
http://microfit.powerauthority.on.ca/about6microfit!
35!Independent!Electricity!System!Operator.!“Introduction.”!Accessed!November!7,!2015.!!
http://fit.powerauthority.on.ca/fit6program/introduction!
36 !Institute! for! Local! Self6Reliance.! “Reviewing! Ontario’s! “Buy! Local”! Renewable! Energy!
Program.”!Last!Modified!May!2013.!Accessed!November!12,!2015.!!
http://ilsr.org/wp6content/uploads/2013/05/expect6delays6ontario6fit6ilsr62013.pdf!
37!Independent!Electricity!System!Operator.!“Supply!Mix.”!Accessed!November!20,!2015.!!
http://www.ieso.ca/Pages/Power6Data/Supply.aspx!
38 !Institute! for! Local! Self6Reliance.! “Reviewing! Ontario’s! “Buy! Local”! Renewable! Energy!
Program.”!Last!Modified!May!2013.!11.!Accessed!November!12,!2015.!!
http://ilsr.org/wp6content/uploads/2013/05/expect6delays6ontario6fit6ilsr62013.pdf!
39!Ministry!of!Energy.!“Background.”!Last!modified!May!26,!2015.!Accessed!November!11,!2015.!!
http://www.energy.gov.on.ca/en/fit6and6microfit6program/26year6fit6review/background/!
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Difference&of&FIT&and&microFIT&
In Ontario the ISEO has divided the renewable energy Program into two separate programs 
based on capacity. Firstly, the FIT program, which is also the generic name for the program in its 
entirety, pertains to projects that are over 10 kWs in size and less than 500 kWs, while the 
projects that produce less 10 kWs or less of energy are considered to be part of the microFIT 
program. Due to the fact that the microFIT Program only deals with projects with a capacity of 
10 kWs or lower, the participation in these projects are from homeowners and citizens who own 
the deed to a property in which they plan to use for the program. Since these projects are 
commonly implemented on homes, the revenue produced is marginal and the effects of the 
renewable energy are not widespread. Due to these factors, the microFIT program does not target 
participation from specific groups, and thus, the funding and support programs as well as the 
priority points and capacity set aside programs do not apply. The microFIT has simpler rules 
aimed at lowering thresholds to the market for individuals; this makes the microFIT program 
inclusive inasmuch it does not require large initial investments. The most common projects in 
microFIT are rooftop solar PV.   
 
Since the FIT Program pertains to projects that are over 10 kWs in size and less than 500 kWs in 
size, the projects require more planning and research and are also much more expensive.   
It is also in this part of the Ontario FIT program where the most economic stimulus is invested, 
as the projects are larger and this program will create more jobs and economic growth than the 
microFIT program. This has created a demand for the Government of Ontario to introduce the 
priority point and added value system for First Nations, communities and municipalities so that 
these groups can compete with larger commercials players in the FIT market. As the third 
generation of the Ontario FIT program had a 0,2% participation rate of projects without priority 
points (priority points are only awarded to the groups it aims to support) the program has been 
incredibly effective from a participatory, inclusive point of view40. This will be covered in more 
                                               
40!Independent! Energy! Systems! Operator.! “Discussion! Paper:! Enhancements! to! the! Feed6In!
tariff!Program.”!3.!Accessed!November!22,!2015.!!
http://fit.powerauthority.on.ca/sites/default/files/version3/FIT%202015%20Discussion%20Pap
er.pdf!
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detail at a later stage in the report. For the purpose of this project, only the FIT program, 
pertaining to projects over 10 kWs will be focused on. 
Energy&market&in&Ontario&
The Ontario energy supply is mainly constituted by nuclear power followed by hydropower. In 
2007 nuclear power capacity was 34% of the total supply capacity and hydropower was 24%. 
Coal at this point was 20% of the supply capacity and to phase out coal as quickly as possible 
from the supply mix has been a central goal for the Ontario government.  
 
But the issue with renewable energy sources like solar and wind is that energy can only be 
produced when it is windy and/or sunny. This means that capacity does not equate to actual 
procurement. The installed wind capacity in 2015 Q2 was 9% of the total capacity, which can be 
compared to 37%, which is that of nuclear. But the actual output from the two sources was very 
different than the capacity. Wind contributed 5.4% to the total supply mix of the quarter while 
nuclear produced 61.6% of the energy supply mix. That means that even though the renewable 
energy sources are developed and invested in, it does not mean that it will directly translate into 
an equal amount of energy procurement.  
 
The peak demand for energy in Q2 was 19,339 MW so the total FIT projects with the capacity of 
4,627.8 MW could supply over a fourth of the energy demanded at this peak. But that requires all 
the FIT projects to produce energy at full capacity at the same time, which is unlikely not to say 
impossible.   
 
The total energy production in 2014 was 154,0185 TW/h41. In 2007 the average price for energy 
in Ontario was 5.5 cents per KW/h. The latest estimation of energy prices in Ontario is 10.7 cents 
per KW/h42. 
                                               
41!Independent! Electricity! System!Operator.! “2014! Electricity! Production,! Consumption,! Price!
and!Dispatch!Data.”!Accessed!November!23,!2015.!!
http://www.ieso.ca/Pages/Power6Data/20146Electricity6Production6Consumption6and6Price6
Data.aspx!
42!Ontario!Energy!Board,!”historical!electricity!prices,”!last!modified!October!15,!2015.!Accessed!
December!8,!2015.!
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What&were&the&arguments&for&the&Ontario&FIT?&
There were two central arguments for the introduction of the programs: economic development 
and an increased use of renewable energy. The Liberal Party, which introduced the programs, 
argued that the stimulus would create 50,000 new jobs within the first three years and “establish 
Ontario as North America’s leader in renewable energy” as stated in an early press release43.  
 
The launch of the program followed the economic difficulties suffered by the Province after the 
Great Recession in the end of 2008. The recession gave Ontario an unemployment rate of 9,4%, 
a 15-year high for the Province44. Built in to the initial FIT program of 2009 were the local 
provisions, that a degree of the value generated by a project had to be generated within the 
province45. This means that it was not enough for the program to increase renewable energy 
procurement in the region, but that the investments a project involves have to be done within the 
province. It is a matter of government guiding where it wants the investments to be made and 
here it was clear that it wanted as much of the investments as possible to stay within the province 
and help the manufacturing sector, hard-hit by the Great Recession. 
 
The program was also aimed at making Ontario leading in the renewable energy sector. 2009 
was the year of the climate negotiations in Copenhagen, COP15 and the year Barack Obama was 
inaugurated as President of the USA and hopes were high that the year would mark the end of 
increasing emissions. The green movement had momentum also locally in the province. The 
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Green Energy Act Alliance was a constellation of groups working together to push the Ontario 
government to developing the Green Energy Act. It was also part of the Alliance’s suggestion to 
have special provisions for communities, First Nations and municipalities46. Enough momentum 
had been built up for the politicians to introduce the program. 
 
Aboriginal and First Nations History of Treatment in Canada  
Canada is known on a global scale for its multicultural environment and the fact that it supports 
ethnic variety, promoting the idea of a “salad bowl” culture, rather than a melting pot culture.47 
Canada was the first country to produce a multicultural policy as a way of governance for 
interactions between different ethnicities and religious beliefs, of which is even apparent in 
elementary schools where students are taught to promote their ethnic-self identification early 
on.48 Proof of this support for multiculturalism can be seen in the results from the census of 
1986, fewer than 1% of the respondents chose to identify with a ethnic origin of “Canadian.”49 
Only five million respondents, out of a country of over 31 million at the time, identified 
themselves as Canadian.50 While this strong sense of ethnic variance and multiculturalism is 
heavily promoted in Canada, the country has a history of just the opposite towards Aboriginal 
and First Nation Groups.  
 
Prior to colonization, Aboriginal people occupied a vast majority of what is now considered 
Canada. 51  When Europeans began colonizing the Americas, a common practice was “de-
civilization” or imposing European culture, language and religious beliefs on Aboriginal people 
in order to dominate them and acquire their land.52 One way of doing was so was to send 
aboriginal and first nation children to ‘residential schools’, which was supported by the 1876 
                                               
46!Green!Energy!Act!Alliance.!”Creating!a!Green!Energy!Act!before!Copenhagen!2009.”!Accessed!
December!3,!2015.!
http://www.ontario6sea.org/Storage/24/1605_GEA_Briefing_Note_Oct_26_2008.pdf!
47!http://www.tolerance.cz/courses/papers/hutchin.htm!
48!Ibid.,!
49!Canadian!Social!Trends.”!Statistics!Canada.!Accessed!December!5,!2015.!
http://publications.gc.ca/Collection6R/Statcan/1160086XIE/004041160086XIE.pdf!
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51!Ibid.!
52!Ibid.!
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Indian Act, putting Native education in the hands of the Federal government.53 These schools 
had the purpose of “killing the Indian” in the children, by teaching European customs and 
Christianity and forbidding the use of any native language or practice of native traditions.54 
These residential schools are particularity notorious for their patterns of sexual, physical and 
emotional abuse, and have left a stain on the consciousness of the country. The last residential 
school closed in the 1980s, in the midst of a suite of criminal and civil law suits against the 
Canadian government.55 The government of Canada made its first formal steps to apologize for 
the history of treatment to aboriginals and first nations in 1998, with the Statement of 
Reconciliation, which involved formal apologies by the Prime Minister and $350 million in 
funding for aboriginal communities, later named the Aboriginal Healing Foundation. 56  
 
While the Government of Canada has taken steps to reverse the effects of colonization on the 
Aboriginal and first nation peoples, the quality of life in these communities is much lower than 
non-aboriginals.57 Due to the economic and participatory struggles of the aboriginal and First 
Nation communities, the Ontario government used the FIT program to spark participation in the 
renewable energy industry and did so from the outset. Each program aimed to support the 
aboriginal and First Nations groups under the FIT program deals with a specific issue that had 
been flagged by these communities as barriers to entering the energy industry in Ontario. Issues 
with acquiring capital, access to knowledge and networks and lack of support in research and 
design were key issues that the AEPP was meant to fix.58 The result of the launch of a program 
was one that both sparked a new industry, while ensuring that the aboriginal and First Nations 
communities had extra support.  
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Interview&
The researchers conducted an interview with Ben Weir from the Canadian Solar Industries 
Association. Mr. Weir had previously worked at the IESO (was called the OPA at the time) and 
was working on the team that reviewed FIT 1.0 and made revisions to the plan for FIT 2.0 and 
FIT 3.0. Although Mr. Weir is currently employed by the Canadian Solar Industries Association, 
the interview focused on his experience with the OPA, as this was much more relevant to the 
researcher project. The Interview consisted of ten questions which Ben Weir answered and 
elaborated on, making it an open-ended interview. The purpose of the interview was to find out 
detailed information on how the program changed over the years since its infancy in 2009, and 
why the program started with a focus on motivating participation from key stakeholder groups. 
Other areas of interest were how the program has changed in its targeting of key stakeholder 
groups, and what the effect this has been on the program. The interview is transcribed in section 
B of the appendix.  
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Jobs&and&economic&development&
Jobs 
The GEAA’s 2011 report claims that there is research suggesting that if a project is owned by a 
community, it will create up to 2.8 times as many jobs as non-community-owned projects59, this 
is based on research by Lantz and Tegen60 on Economic Development Impacts of Community 
Wind Projects. They compare the amount of jobs created by wind projects that are owned by the 
local community with “hypothetical absentee” wind projects. Their research indicates that for the 
first 1000 MW, community owned projects had 1.1 to 1.3 the amount of jobs as projects with 
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absentee owners during the construction period. However, the amount of labour required during 
the construction phase varies heavily with some community projects having 3.1 the amount of 
labour, as absentee owned projects and the jobs might not be sourced in the local community. 
During the operations phase community projects had up to 2.8 the amount of labour as absentee 
owned projects61.  
 
Why community wind projects have such higher degrees of job intensity is because they 
compare the amount of jobs per megawatt and not per project. If one compares the amount of 
jobs created on the basis of (wind) projects then one is assuming that each project has the same 
cost. Comparing job creation to MW is according to them a more useful comparison. The 
revealed effect of more job creation following community ownership is because community 
owned projects might be smaller and require more investments per MW than an absentee-owned 
project. The effect is also related to the multiplier effect, how many times each dollar will 
circulate in the local community before leaking out. As community ownership will assure that 
more of the revenue from a project will be reinvested in the community than if it is owned by an 
absentee owner community equity in projects will assure more economic stimulus per each 
invested dollar62.  
 
And in Ontario the GEAA claim that community-owned projects follow the same pattern. 
Community projects have more employees managing the projects development than non-
community projects and therefore higher costs. But as the costs translate to investments in the 
local community it will increase economic development. 
 
Community projects also tend to have more local debt and equity than non-community projects. 
That would incline that when the projects are up and running, the return will profit the local 
community instead of it being outsourced63.  
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According to the Ontario Ministry of Energy 20,000 jobs have been created from the FIT 
program.  Out of these 20,000 jobs, a tenth have been created in the manufacturing sector64. It 
would be interesting to see data on where these jobs have been created and how many of these 
jobs are constituted by cooperatives and communities but unfortunately we have been unable to 
access this kind of data. 
Participation&rates&and&responsibility&
In order to comment on the effectiveness of the FIT program in targeting key groups, the 
Progress Report on Contracted Electricity Supply by the IESO was consulted. The report shows 
that the total amount of FIT projects by the second quarter of 2015 was 3,182, with a total 
capacity of 4,627.8 MW since the start of the program.65 The report also shows the the amount of 
projects which have aboriginal equity participation, which is 504 projects, or 16% of all FIT 
projects since the start of the program. The same figure for projects that have their price added to 
due to community participation is 339, or 11% of all projects. If we look at capacity, the capacity 
of aboriginal equity projects is 816.1 MW (18%) and for community projects the capacity is 
174.8 MW, or (4%) of the total capacity.66 Together, these participatory groups make up 27% of 
all FIT projects since the beginning of the program. This figure may seem low, compared to the 
reports from FIT 2.0 and FIT 3.0, which state that the amount of combined applications from 
participation from prioritized groups was 80.4% (FIT 2.0) and 99.8% (FIT 3.0)67. This drastic 
change in participation from the all time report to FIT 2.0 and FIT 3.0 reports can be explained 
by looking at the progression of participatory support over the 7 years of the program’s 
existence. During the first 3.5 years of the Program, the only support for the key stakeholder 
groups was a price adder system. This provided a set amount of cents to be added to the rate in 
which was paid for the energy produced. At the infancy of the program, the price adders were 
based on type of renewable energy project, with the price adders varying from 0.4 cents to 1.0 
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cents for community participation projects, and 0.6 cents to 1.5 cents for aboriginal participation 
projects. The Price Adder system was effective in gaining participation from the key groups, 
which was only set to rise over the next editions of the program.  
 
The policies which drastically changed the participation numbers was the addition of the priority 
points system and the capacity set aside system. While the details of these programs have been 
described earlier, in short, these programs allowed for applications for projects with participation 
from key groups to be prioritized above other project applications, while also allowing for these 
projects to be tested and connected to the grid before others. The change in polices towards 
participation from key groups was effective as there was a significant increase in participation 
from these groups. As stated earlier, in the FIT 2.0 program, the amount of applications for 
projects with participation from key stakeholder groups was 80.4% and in FIT 3.0 the amount of 
applications for participation from key stakeholder groups was 99.8%.    
 
The high rate paid per kW, compared to fossil fuel prices for example, plus the price adders for 
aboriginal participation has created incentives for investing with aboriginal communities. 
According to some First Nation chiefs, this is creating a possibility for businesses to grow in 
Ontarian communities that have not had much presence of businesses previously.  
 
Like the Henley Inlet First Nation, which is constructing a 300 MW wind power project on their 
land that will create 20 permanent jobs and yield a return of C$12 million annually68. The band 
has 50% equity in the project; this gives the project the added price for aboriginal participation. 
The project is estimated to produce enough energy to supply 90.000 homes with energy69 and it 
is the largest aboriginal participation project under the FIT program and with the price adder 
IESO will pay 15 cents/KWh70. The project will be operational in 2017 and then it will be 
possible to see the results of the project. 
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But some First Nation communities have chosen not to work with external investors but have 
instead chosen to start their own companies to develop renewable power. The M’Chigeeng First 
Nation developed a 4 MW project fully owned by the community itself called Mother Earth71. 
Most of the jobs for the community were created during the construction phase of the wind 
turbines, ten local businesses gained employment and/or contracted work and 32 part-time 
positions were created. The solar roof top projects have created nine part-time jobs72. 
 
Essentially, energy procurement might be the business possibility that First Nations have needed 
in order to gain economic self-sufficiency and improve their socio-economic situation without 
having to accept infringements on their culture or on their land and environment. This will be 
developed further in the section describing Robert B. Anderson’s piece on Corporate and 
Indigenous Partnerships in Economic Development.  
 
The program has changed since Version 3.0, with Version 4.0 following a different priority 
points system. Due to the high level of participation from the key participant groups in Version 
2.0 and 3.0, the policy has been readjusted, and priority points for key stakeholders have been 
removed. This has been decided upon due to an effort to prioritise cost of projects rather than 
continue to push projects with participation from key groups forward before all other 
applications. Thus, new tiered priority points have been instated, which provide points to 
programs which have reduced the cost of the project by a certain percentage.73 This change 
marks a very important adjustment for the program, stemming from the fact that the IESO is 
moving towards a more cost effective program.74 Ben Weir, who worked for the IESO explained 
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that the change in the priority points scheme was decided upon in order to create a more level 
playing field for the program, while preparing for the next phase of the renewable energy 
industry in Ontario, which is largely believed to be a net-metering system.75 Net-metering allows 
customers to directly use the energy they produce from renewable projects and be credited for 
any energy that is not required and fed back into the grid. In this new format, cost will be a major 
indicator of the viability of a project. According to Ben Weir a net-metering system does not 
lend itself well towards prioritization of key groups, thus the IESO is taking steps to change the 
program, and prepare these key groups for the structure of the new system.76      
 
Why&is&it&important&to&get&communities&involved&in&the&program?&
By making the energy market more participatory, the government is allowing for individuals and 
communities to take their own responsibility to reduce their polluting emissions. And this 
strategy, to hand over responsibility to individuals and communities could be a cost-effective 
way for governments to “green the economy” according to Rudd Mayer et al. in their report 
Promoting Renewable Energy in a Market Environment: A Community-Based Approach for 
Aggregating Green Demand77. Although the report is from 1997 and thus out-dated in terms of 
technical renewable energy strategies the essence that communities should be in focus for 
environmental policies is still relevant. Their report pre-dates the introduction of the Ontario FIT 
program but their recommendations and analyses are interesting to implement on the Ontario 
program.  
They argue that there are several benefits with having a community approach to energy 
procurement, that the responsibility for changing the energy procurement from being based on 
fossil fuels to renewable energy is thus shared by more actors. Government, municipalities, 
communities, individuals and businesses can take responsibility for their own emissions and 
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invest in renewable energy to reduce their own carbon footprints. Including not-for-profit actors 
in the renewable energy sector will be more cost-efficient than for-profit renewable energy 
companies to compete with fossil fuel companies on the market78.   
Marketing&strategies&for&including&communities&
The report describes that a strong focus on marketing is very important for renewable energy 
companies because the concept of choosing energy suppliers and sources is very foreign, 
especially in the North American markets.79 “For nearly a century, customers have been required 
to purchase their power from a single supplier. As a result, customers have no experience 
choosing an electric provider.” 80  Since this report was completed in 1997, this concept is 
currently not applicable, but was true for the Ontario renewable energy market during the 
infancy of the program. In talking about the Ontario energy market and awareness of citizens 
towards renewable energy choices, Ben Weir states, “We are definitely past the education 
phase,” meaning the industry has matured, and consumers understand the varying energy offers 
and are used to thinking about energy as a marketplace, not a monopoly81.  
In a public polling report prepared by the Gandalf Group for the Canadian Solar Industry 
Association, the sentiment of citizens towards renewable energy in Ontario is discussed.  This 
report proves Ben Weir’s point, as he suggests that the Ontario renewable energy industry has 
moved past the awareness and education phase. The report includes data from responses from 
837 adult Ontarians, via a randomized non-opt-in online panel.82 This report asked questions 
involving the feeling of Ontarians toward renewable energy, with questions such as, “Over the 
last five years Ontario has shut down coal fired generation electricity power plants and 
increased reliance on other sources of electricity including investments in new solar power 
energy. Would you say this has been:...?”83 To which 45% of respondents answered that it was 
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“very good for Ontarians.”84  When asked about the reliability of the province’s supply of 
electricity, almost 50% responded that the reliability will be enhanced by solar.85 Both examples 
show that respondents are aware of the renewable energy choices in Ontario and have been 
educated about the ways in which renewable energy has entered the market. In addition, when 
presented with the statement, “Ontario needs to be a leader in the development of clean 
technology such as solar energy in North America,” almost 80% of respondents agreed with this 
statement. It is clear that Ontario’s energy industry has matured and moved from the stage of 
education and awareness that was prevalent in the report by Mayer et. al. 
Nonetheless, marketing in the renewable energy industry is very important and required for 
success of companies and also for the industry as whole. The report identifies three successful 
elements of marketing renewable energy: the nature of the product offered, the credibility of the 
messenger and what they regard as most important and “the ability to create a sense of 
community ownership of the clean power program”86. This report contrasts marketing practices 
from Investor-owned utilities against municipal utilities, and shows the strengths of the 
municipal utilities. When describing the effects of the nature of the product, the report 
demonstrates that the municipalities clearly defined what they could provide, such as rooftop 
solar or wind farms, while utilities were unclear with their products and asked for consumers to 
provide monetary support to a fund, or to pay more for renewable energy.87 The technique taken 
by the municipalities was much more successful than that of the independently owned utilities.  
The second element, the credibility of the messenger can be described by showing that Non-
profit municipal utilities had more success with their messaging, compared to for profit utilities. 
In addition, independently owned utilities used less clear messaging regarding the environmental 
benefits of renewable energy, so as to not create a negative view of their non-renewable energy 
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offerings. The report shows that municipalities were more accustomed to communicating the 
benefits of renewable energy.88 
Thirdly, the municipalities were successful in creating a sense of community ownership, as they 
were able to tap into their strong presence in local communities and, “They were able to spark 
dialogue and galvanize interest. They brought to life people’s unmet desire to purchase 
renewable energy.”89 In addition, the report describes how the municipalities were able to market 
to a broad population, as they targeted citizens, governments, businesses and the like to create a 
shared ownership of energy production.90 This was also a central goal for the FIT program, and 
is one of the main reasons why the FIT program was launched with the motivation of targeting 
communities and first nations people. As Ben Weir describes, “I think people sort of thought that 
a piece of sound project planning involves getting community support, and one of the ways to do 
that is to incentivize the communities in which you are going to locate the project to take an 
equity stake in the project.”91 As Weir describes, it was a main motivation of the FIT policy 
makers to involve communities in the program from the outset so that they buy into the ideas and 
support the industry, and to do so from incentivizing participation from these groups.  
Now when the technology exists for people to make sure that the energy they use is sourced from 
renewable sources, it is essential to “educate consumers so that they feel a sense of responsibility 
for the environmental impacts associated with energy use”92.  This idea, that communities should 
reduce their emissions themselves ties well in with the support there is for First Nations, 
cooperatives and municipalities. 
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Energy&market&
Analysis&of&market&effects&
An energy market is usually a stable, monopolised market. What was done in Ontario was to 
keep the monopsony on energy through the OPA/IESO but pluralise the energy providers. As 
more participants entered the market it became more complex and the Ontarian energy grid 
became more dependent on a variety of externalities such as technology. Wind power now 
constitutes 9% of the energy supply capacity when it was less than 1% in 200893.  
 
In 2008 nuclear and coal constituted 77,1% of the energy supply but in 2014 the same figure was 
62%94. As coal and nuclear power plants demand large initial investments only larger players can 
enter the market if it is based on these types of energy. As the government subsidise other forms 
of energy procurement, they are making it affordable for more players to enter the market thus 
making the market more complex. If a market is more heterogeneous and sensitive to 
externalities, as the energy market of Ontario has become after the introduction of the FIT 
program, it will be a more unstable environment95.  
 
While the market became more complex creating more uncertainty, the investment for each 
individual who wants to invest in a FIT project is a stable investment. On average, a FIT contract 
lasts for 20 years96  providing a financially stable investment possibility for individuals and 
communities.  
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Market&and&investments&
As the price on energy was so low compared to other Provinces in Canada before the 
introduction of the FIT program this might have deterred investment in renewable energy. I.e. 
the large output by nuclear, hydro and coal may have outcompeted the renewable energy 
development as their supply drives down the price on wholesale energy and therefore it was not 
sensible to invest in a renewable energy program. In 2008 the amount of wind-generated power 
in the energy mix was 0.9% and solar was so little it was not even reported as an own category97. 
Here it is a matter of causality whether it was the low energy prices that deterred investments in 
renewables or if it was the lack of expensive investments that kept prices low. It is stated in the 
Integrated Power Systems Plan of 2007 that coal-fired power generation in the Province should 
be phased out as quickly as possible98 and the target is repeated in the Long Term Energy Plans 
of 2010 and 201399. The introduction of the FIT program increased the return that would be 
given on renewables and therefore the market for renewables was created and less and less use of 
the coal fired power plants had to be used. The government effectively steered the market from 
coal to fossil fuels. 
Aboriginals&
The price adders for aboriginal participation have created incentives for investing with aboriginal 
communities. According to some First Nation chiefs, this is creating a possibility for businesses 
to grow in Ontarian communities that have not had much presence of businesses previously.  
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Like the Henley Inlet First Nation, which is expecting an annual C$12 million return on a 300 
MW wind power project on their land and the project will create 20 permanent jobs 100 . 
According to an email on the 14th December 2015 from Ken Noble, CEO of the Nigig Power 
Corporation owning the project is expected to create over 100 jobs post construction, including 
indirect jobs. The band has 50% equity in the project; this gives the project the added price for 
aboriginal participation. The project is estimated to produce enough energy to supply 90.000 
homes with energy101 and it is the largest aboriginal participation project under the FIT program 
and with the price adder IESO will pay 15 cents/KWh102. The project will be operational in 2017 
and then it will be possible to see the results of the project.  
 
But some First Nation communities have chosen not to work with external investors but have 
instead chosen to start their own companies to develop renewable power. The M’Chigeeng First 
Nation developed a 4 MW project fully owned by the community itself called Mother Earth103. 
Most of the jobs for the community were created during the construction phase of the wind 
turbines, ten local businesses gained employment and/or contracted work and 32 part-time 
positions were created. The solar roof top projects have created nine part-time jobs104. 
 
Essentially, energy procurement might be business possibility that First Nations have needed in 
order to gain economic self-sufficiency and improve their socio-economic situation without 
having to accept infringements on their culture or on their land and environment. 
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Robert&B&Anderson&on&Indigenous&participation&in&the&business&sector&
Robert B. Anderson argues in his paper on Corporate/Indigenous partnerships that as First 
Nations want an increased degree of self-governance and improved economic circumstances they 
need to attain economic self-sufficiency. Without economic self-sufficiency First Nations will be 
dependent on the benevolence of the outside community for the survival of their cultural 
identity105.  
 
But how to gain this economic independence? Anderson claims that the strategy employed by 
Aboriginal communities is to create profitable businesses that can compete in the global 
capitalist economy 106 . These businesses are expected to create jobs and create the wealth 
required to “support self-government”107.  
 
Another mentioned strategy is that if Indigenous communities are to build their economies 
through trade, then they need to use the resources they have to get companies to invest in their 
localities108. As there are ample possibilities for renewable energy procurement on aboriginal 
land this might be an opportunity for these communities to attract investment. The First Nations 
mentioned, the M’Chigeeng and Henley Inlet First Nations illustrate the two strategies. The 
Henley Inlet First Nation judged that they would like to attract investment to their community 
and share in the profits by having 50% equity in the project in their land. They are thereby doing 
business in partnership with external investors. The M’Chigeeng First Nation decided that they 
had resources enough to do business on their own instead of waiting for external investors.  
These are good examples of how First Nations can do business on their own land without having 
to compromise their environment or culture. 
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NIMBYism&and&public&opinion&
According to the Green Energy Act Alliance report local ownership will reduce “social friction”. 
When the communities where the renewable energy is developed feel that they are sharing in the 
profits and expenses of the program, they are more inclined to support the program. If the 
community shares the profits of the local wind-farm or solar power plant, they will be more 
prone to accept the negatives of the farm. They base this argument on a case study of Scottish 
public attitudes to wind power by Charles R. Warren and Malcolm McFadyen. They reveal in 
their case study that even though Scotland has traditionally been a wind-power positive country, 
and that there is almost an ‘inverse NIMBY relationship’ (= Not In My Back Yard – an 
abbreviation used to describe resistance to local projects by people who support it elsewhere109). 
Despite the general attitude however, wind projects have also caused controversy and the public 
attitude to wind power projects have not been as positive as in countries where there have been 
government initiatives to support local participation, like Denmark and Germany 110 . The 
liberalised British utility market has been inaccessible for local initiatives that have found it hard 
to compete with larger companies. It was when a local initiative to invest in wind power on the 
island of Gigha that the comparison could be made between attitudes to wind power on a very 
local level. The study compares the attitudes on the island of Gigha to the attitudes on nearby 
peninsula Kintyre and the two communities are highly socially integrated. 
 
The case study found that on Gigha, where the wind projects were owned by the community 
96% of the population was positive to increased use of wind power in Scotland and none were 
opposed. On Kintyre where the community did not own the local wind power projects 68% were 
in favour on increased utilisation of wind power and 7% opposed it111.   
 
NIMBYism is one of the threats to the FIT program. But according to Stewart Fast it is not 
actual NIMBYism that is the threat to the program but rather the approach by government to 
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implement it. That the little influence communities have at affecting legislation and the lack of 
dialogue between policy makers and communities is affecting the public opinion concerning the 
FIT program. Stewart Fast also states that establishing a sense of community ownership over 
projects is essential to promote the program with the general public. However, he argues that that 
the initial premium price system for projects with the participation of communities, First Nations 
and municipalities was a failure. The government should have set aside a portion of projects 
signed by the government for these groups much earlier than it did in 2012 with FIT 2.0 and that 
the number of contracts signed under the earlier form of FIT will cause conflicts in communities 
during their development112. But FIT 3.0 high participation rates ought to have effects on public 
opinion. 
Why&Ontario&stands&out&
Participation&in&the&Ontario&FIT&program&compared&
While there have been many different FIT programs around the world, the Ontario program has 
been unique. A feed-in tariff program is essentially a government initiative to set stable prices for 
energy procurement. This opens up and thus diversifies the market usually dominated by large, 
vertically integrated public or private utility companies, for smaller initiatives.  
“FiTs lower barriers to entry to wholesale power production. The traditional model of a vertically 
integrated, regulated monopoly utility does not allow for private participation in the wholesale electricity 
market. ”113 
But a program like this can be designed in various forms that will have very different results both 
in patterns and degree.  Both in the extent to which a program might affect the labour market, 
and whether it will affect the labour market at all. The program will have different justifications 
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and framing depending on the way it is designed. For example the latest feed-in tariff program 
was launched in Egypt last year with the argument that the country needed investments in energy 
procurement in order to tackle the power outages the country is suffering from114. The issue of 
emission reduction was only secondary. Programs that are capped, i.e. there is a total capacity 
limit for the project can only have a short term goal due to the program design. The goal can be 
to increase the amount of renewables in the region or to stimulate the economy to a certain 
degree, but as there is a limit to the program it will not have systematic energy procurement 
effects. Capping a feed-in tariff program will limit the risk for rising utility prices for the public. 
 
The Ontario program is not capped and therefore the size of the program in terms of MW 
procurement capacity, government budget and increases in utility prices is limited only by the 
program application period, program compatibility with the energy grid or reduced market 
demand for the government subsidies. As the subsidies in the Ontario FIT program have 
consistently been reduced so has also demand for FIT contracts and this is what is threatening the 
success of the program.  
 
As previously stated the FIT program had three goals: to reduce emissions, to stimulate 
economic growth and the implicit goal of having a participating effect on communities, 
municipalities and First Nations. But why was it important to involve communities in the 
program? 
 
There have been several different feed-in tariff programs around the world and according to the 
Luskin Center for Innovation report Best Practices for Implementing a feed-in tariff program 
they all have non-energy objectives between which there is a trade-off depending on the priority. 
The three different categories of non-energy objectives that are identified in the report are cost-
effectiveness, economic development and inclusiveness115. Cost-effectiveness is concerned with 
                                               
114!Edgar! Meza,! “Egypt! announces! renewable! feed6in! tariffs”,! PV& Magazine,& September! 23,!
2014.!accessed!November!30,!2015.!!
http://www.pv6magazine.com/news/details/beitrag/egypt6announces6renewable6energy6feed6
in6tariffs_100016525/#axzz3steKmGVc!
115!J.!R.!DeShazo!and!Ryan!Matulka,!“Best!practices!for!implementing!a!feed6in!tariff!program”,!
Los&Angeles&Business&Council,&2009.!465.!accessed!November!27,!2015.!
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reducing the cost of the whole program both for the government putting the program into place 
and also the citizens in the region. Economic development is concerned with the stimulus side of 
the program, creating jobs and economic growth. There are several approaches for judging the 
inclusiveness of a FIT program according to the Luskin Center report. Either the program is 
accessible to most citizens equally and is thus including ordinary citizens who would not 
participate in a program like this otherwise, or there can be some groups who are especially 
supported in order to compensate for reduced participation by these groups in the 
economy/energy procurement.  
 
One major difference between feed-in tariff programs is if they have a cap or not. For example 
the Vermont SPEED feed-in tariff program had a cap of 50MW energy procurement while the 
Ontario feed-in tariff programs have no cap. While a cap is useful for increasing cost-
effectiveness, as there is a limit to how much money the government will invest in the program 
plus the most effective programs will get the contract it would harm the inclusive aspect of the 
program. This is because there is no certainty that any specified groups will get the contract 
unless the program is specifically targeted at these groups. That the Province of Ontario did not 
cap the feed-in tariff program prioritising the economic development of the region plus the 
inclusiveness of the project has had effects on the cost-effectiveness. The price for energy in the 
Province had increased by an average of 11% annually in 2014116.  
 
Discussion&
The conclusions that can be drawn from the research we have accessed and the research done in 
this report are several. Because the Ontario FIT program has changed drastically over time it has 
had a variety of effects on the Ontario business sector, energy procurement and the targeted 
groups. 
                                                                                                                                                       
http://innovation.luskin.ucla.edu/sites/default/files/Best%20Practices%20for%20Implementing
%20a%20Feed%20in%20Tariff%20Program.pdf!
116!Parker!Gallant,!“Ontario’s!Power!Trip:!Irrational!energy!planning!tripling!power!rates!under!
the! liberals’! direction”,! Financial& Post,! June! 2,! 2014.! Accessed! December! 4,! 2015.!
http://business.financialpost.com/fp6comment/ontarios6power6trip6irrational6energy6planning6
tripling6power6rates6under6the6liberals6direction!
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At the launch of the Ontario FIT program there were participatory systems built in even though 
participation was not an early argument for the programs introduction. The Green Energy Act 
Alliance had argued for a participatory program aimed at including communities and First 
Nations and they were successful at affecting policy makers. The program included much of 
their ideas but as the program developed it had to be redesigned to have incentives enough for 
communities, municipalities and First Nations to take part in the program. This was done and as 
99.8% of projects in FIT 3.0 had participation from these targeted groups the program was 
almost turned into solely a participation program to get specific groups included in the Ontario 
economy through energy procurement.  
 
The latest figures state that 20,000 jobs have been created from the FIT program out of which 
2,000 are created in the manufacturing sector117. Over a process of six years and with the 
increased costs the program has had, the figure is not very impressive. But this figure does not 
state where these jobs have been created which is essential in order to judge the success of the 
participatory objectives of the program. If the majority of those jobs are created out in the 
communities and among the First Nations of Ontario then one can argue that it has been much 
more successful than if those jobs have been created elsewhere.  
 
Robert B Anderson argues for two strategies that First Nations of Canada ought to employ in 
order to gain the economic self-sufficiency that they strive for. The FIT program is making both 
of those strategies possible as it is making First Nations able to generate revenue by selling a 
product that does not require them to depart from their culture and/or lifestyle. To sell renewable 
energy facilitates a secure financial investment for these First Nations that will give them a 
reliable return over decades. If implemented successfully the FIT program can be an efficient 
way to support these communities and compensate for the discrimination against them over 
centuries. 
 
                                               
117!Ministry! of! Energy.! “Background.”! Last! modified! May! 26,! 2015.! Accessed! November! 11,!
2015.!!
http://www.energy.gov.on.ca/en/fit6and6microfit6program/26year6fit6review/background/!
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In regards to NIMBYism and the public opinion to the FIT program it is difficult to pin down the 
causal effects between the form of the program and the public opinion about it. This is because 
the program has been changed so much during the brief period it has been in effect, from a 
situation with few participants from the targeted groups to almost full participation from target 
groups, making it almost a specifically target group support program. Therefore it is impossible 
for us to make any conclusions on how the participatory elements of the FIT program have 
affected the public opinion and NIMBYism except for some anecdotal remarks.  
 
The program has had a more than insignificant effect on the mode of energy production in the 
Province of Ontario. That the province has been able to phase out coal was a long stated target 
for the government and it was reached in 2014. But what is interesting for us is if the energy 
procurement on Ontario has been more participatory after the introduction of the program, as 
outlined in Promoting Renewable Energy in a Market Environment: A Community-Based 
Approach for Aggregating Green Demand118. Looking at the amount of the supply mix that is 
constituted by FIT contracts we can see that the total capacity of all FIT contracts in Q3 2015 
was 4,655 MW. The peak demand in Q2 was 19,339 MW and this is the latest figure we have 
been able to find. FIT contract capacity thereby constitutes 24% of the peak demand of the whole 
Ontario province so if all FIT project could generate energy at the same time then a fourth of the 
energy demanded in Ontario would not come from large fossil fuelled energy plants but from 
smaller renewable sources spread out across the whole province. Unfortunately the projects 
cannot all procure energy at maximum capacity at all times so if we compare the total FIT 
capacity to the total capacity of the energy plants in the whole province we get another figure. 
Ontario has a total capacity of 35,221 MW and FIT contracts only constitute 13% of the total 
capacity. This is clearly not a systematic change in how energy is procured in Ontario but as the 
program has only been in effect over six years it should not be completely discarded as a failure.   
 
Despite the meagre result of constituting only 13% of the Ontario supply capacity; Ontario’s 
program does have the potential to create a systematic change in how energy is procured in the 
                                               
118!Rudd! Mayer,! Eric! Blank,! Randy! Udall,! John! Nielsen,! “Promoting! renewable! energy! in! a!
market! environment:! A! community6based! approach! for! aggregating! green! demand”,! May,!
1997.!7.!accessed!November!27,!2015.!!
http://apps3.eere.energy.gov/greenpower/resources/pdfs/lawfund.pdf!!
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region, because the program is not capped and it has a strong emphasis on participation by the 
communities of the Province. It seems that the biggest obstacle to the program’s success is 
balancing between creating good incentives by keeping the prices up for procured energy while 
at the same time keeping utility costs for the whole province down. A potential strategy could be 
to finance the generous prices for energy through a tax instead of the utility bills. This tax could 
be targeted at fossil fuels or capital (as the FIT program is a subsidy to build out capital) but this 
discussion we leave for other reports.   
 
Conclusion&
In the light of the above-mentioned arguments we can answer our questions outlined in the 
hypothesis. We wanted to examine to what extent the participatory goals were important for the 
Ontario government in its design of the FIT program and whether these participatory elements of 
the program could successfully change the way citizens of the Province participate in the energy 
procurement of the Province.  
 
The participatory elements of the Ontario FIT program were important to support the targeted 
groups aboriginals, communities and municipalities to take part in the energy procurement of the 
province. By having systems to incentivise investment and cooperation with these groups it has 
been possible to direct the economic stimulus by this program to specific communities like First 
Nations. The incentives have led to small businesses being started by these groups that do not 
have a strong presence in the business sector of the province and these businesses have to an 
increasing extent been cooperatives meaning that more equity in energy generation is owned by 
more of the citizens of the province. However, as there have been many changes to the 
participation schemes like the price adder and the priority points it is not possible for us to draw 
any conclusions on how the specific changes have affected the public opinion. This is because it 
is difficult to assess the causality of the public opinion and the design of the program.  
 
When it comes to the extent to which the FIT program has changed the way energy is procured 
in Ontario we can conclude that 13% of the Ontario supply capacity is now from FIT projects 
and that this is not a systematic change in how energy is procured in the Province. But the 
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program would have had less potential for change had it not had the participatory design, which 
can therefore be deemed a successful strategy.  
 
The ambition to create 50,000 new jobs through the FIT program has not been reached and 13% 
of the energy supply capacity is still far off 100%. But the limited success is must likely due to 
the changes in the prices offered for FIT energy that have been reduced more and more since the 
introduction of the program. This has been to reduce the costs of the program, but if the ambition 
is to reach 50,000 jobs and a higher rate of FIT contracts constituting the Ontario supply mix it 
will demand not only that the investments are distributed efficiently through participatory 
structures but also that the investments in the program are sizable. Therefore it would be useful 
to contemplate alternative strategies to finance the program sufficiently rather than from all the 
citizens of Ontario through the utility bill as this might have negative effects on both the program 
itself and the economy of the Province. 
 
For&further&research&
Unfortunately it has not been possible for us to find any data on how the specific communities 
where projects have been developed have changed in terms of jobs, economic growth or even 
support for the FIT program. This would have been a valuable resource in order to judge whether 
the participation systems of the FIT program has been successful not only in terms of 
participation in the program, but also stimulating the communities that are participating in the 
program.  
 
In addition, it will be valuable to note how the change in priority points, towards a price 
reduction prioritization scheme, will affect the participation rates of the key groups. This 
information will be released in spring of 2016. 
 
We have been unable to find any aggregated data on how First Nation communities with either 
equity in FIT programs or with FIT programs in their vicinities and we suggest that this is done 
either by the Ontario government or another institution. It would be a useful resource in order to 
judge whether each project has had positive effects on the specific First Nation communities like 
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job creation, increased wealth or change in support for the specific project or the FIT program as 
a whole. 
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Appendix&&
 
Appendix&A&
 
Supporting Documents for the Timeline of the Ontario FIT Program  
 
Section A – September 2009: Program Launch & Aboriginal Loan Guarantee Program  
 
The Aboriginal Loan Guarantee Program guaranteed a maximum of 75% equity for projects, not 
succeeding funding of $50 million per project.119 This project was managed by the Ontario 
Financing Authority (OFP). The OFP acted as a liaison between the aboriginal communities 
interested in participating in the FIT and microFIT program, and the banks, electricity agencies 
and other key stakeholders who were involved.120  
 
Section B – September 24, 2009: Price Schedule  
 
First Price schedule is announced.121   
 
Section C - November 2009: Addition made to Section 2.1 (Eligibility Requirements) 
 
The restrictions made had the purpose of disallowing projects to be split up into smaller energy 
production projects which prohibited projects from obtaining more pay out per kW than 
                                               
119 !“Creating! Jobs! and! Promoting! Economic! Sustainability! for! Aboriginal! People! with! the!
Aboriginal! Loan! Guarantee! Program.”! Government! of! Ontario.! Last! Modified! September! 4,!
2009.! http://www.news.ontario.ca/mei/en/2009/09/creating6jobs6and6promoting6economic6
sustainability6for6aboriginal6people6with6the6aboriginal6loan6g.html!!
120!”Creating!Jobs!and!Promoting!Economic!Sustainability.”!
121!“FIT!Pricing! Schedule! Final! September!24!2009.”! Independent!Electricity! System!Operator.!
Last!Modified!September!24,!2009.!
http://fit.powerauthority.on.ca/Storage/11126_FIT_Price_Schedule.pdf!
!
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intended. 122 The rooftop solar PV system had the highest price payout at the beginning of the 
program, at 80.2 cents per kW.123 This restriction made it impossible for a project over 10 kWs 
to be split up into two or three project under or equal to 10 kWs, and receive 80.2 cents per kW 
on the combination of projects, amassing over 10 kWs.124  
 
Section D - March 10, 2010: Version 1.0 
 
The security deposit on FIT projects, called the Completion and Performance Security was 
reduced for aboriginal groups.125  The price per kW for solar PV projects was $50 per kW, the 
price for all other projects was $20 per kW, while the price for Aboriginal and community 
projects was only $5 per kW.126 
 
Section E - April 27, 2010: Aboriginal Energy Partnership Program (AEPP) launches  
 
Aboriginal Energy Partnership Program (AEPP) Launches April 27, 2010, with three 
components: The Aboriginal Renewable Energy Fund, the Aboriginal Renewable Energy 
Network, and the Aboriginal Community Energy Plans Programs. 127  The AEPP was established 
to act as a support system that would assist this identified key stakeholder group in networking 
                                               
122 Independent!Electricity!System!Operator!“FIT!Guidelines:!Multiple!Projects!on!One!
Property.”. Last!Modified!August!4,!2010. 
http://fit.powerauthority.on.ca/Storage/11109_FIT_Guidelines_6
_Multiple_FIT_Projects_on_One_Property_VERSION_2_Final.pdf!
!
123!Ibid.!!
124 Ibid.!!!
125 Independent!Electricity!System!Operator.!“FIT!Contract!Execution!Instructions!Mar!11!10.”!
Last!Modified!March!11,!10.!
http://fit.powerauthority.on.ca/Storage/11049_FIT_Contract_Execution_Instructions_Match_1
1.pdf!
126!Ibid.!!
127 Independent!Electricity!System!Operator.!“April!27,!2010!–!Program!Update.”!Last!Modified!
April!27,!2010.!http://fit.powerauthority.on.ca/april627620106program6update!
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among aboriginal communities, planning, development and funding for renewable energy 
projects.128 The AEPP belongs to the OPA.  
 
The Aboriginal Renewable Energy Fund, managed by the IESO was meant to help First Nations 
and Métis communities increase participation by funding some initial costs such as land 
assessments, engineering research and design. The maximum amount a project could receive 
is/was $500,000. 129 
 
The Aboriginal Renewable Energy Network, also managed by the ISEO, is a resource program 
delivered via a website, with content specifically for aboriginal communities in Ontario that wish 
to find tailored information.130 
 
Another program launched by the ISEO, which assisted in further funding for new projects, or 
funding for projects that were already in existence, but needed updating. The Plan has a 
maximum of $90,000 in funding for new plans and $25,000 in funding for existing plans.131  
 
Section F - May 2010: The Community Energy Partnerships Program (CEPP) Launches  
 
The Community Energy Partnerships Program offers support in terms of education and funding 
to help communities to actualize a renewable energy project.132 The total amount of funding the 
CEPP can provide per project is $200,000.133  
                                               
128!Government! of! Ontario.! ”Aboriginal! Energy! Partnerships! Program:! Creating! Green! Energy!
Opportunities! for! First! Nation! and! Métis! Communities.! Last! Modified! Spetember! 2,! 2009.!
Accessed!November!10,!2015.!!
http://www.news.ontario.ca/mei/en/2009/09/aboriginal6energy6partnerships6program6
creating6green6energy6opportunities6for6first6nation6and6meti.html!
129!Ibid.!!
130!Ibid.!!
131 Independent!Electricity!System!Operator.!“Aboriginal!Community!Energy!Plan!(ACEP).”!
Accessed!November!20,!2015.!!
http://www.aboriginalenergy.ca/sites/default/files/IESO%20Final%20ACEP%20Infographic_Apri
l%202015.pdf!
132 Community!Energy!Partnerships!Program.!“Community!Energy!Partnerships!Program.”!
Accessed!November!20,!2015.!!
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Section G - July 2, 2010: Version 1.4 of microFIT & New Price Schedule  
 
The key change with this new price schedule is that the OPA is only offering 80.2 cents for 
projects equal or less than 10 KW134.  
 
Section H - August 13, 2010: Update Price Schedule 
 
The key change in this updated price schedule was a new updated price for groundmount solar 
under 10 kWs, being 64.2 cents. 135 
 
Section I - February 1, 2011: New Stream in Fit Program  
 
This new stream of the FIT program was created for small investment companies and other 
commercial entities who have small scale generation projects who do not qualify for the 
microFIT program. 136  
 
Section J - October 21, 2011: First FIT Program Review 
 
The OPA (Ontario Power Authority) commences the first FIT Program review, both internally 
and with public input, in the form of surveys and webinars. 137 The OPA placed a temporary halt 
                                                                                                                                                       
http://www.communityenergyprogram.ca/Home.aspx!
133!Ibid.!!
134!Independent!Electricity!System!Operator.!“FIT!Price!Schedule!July!2,!2010.”!Last!Modified!
July!2,!2010.!!
http://fit.powerauthority.on.ca/Storage/11123_FIT_Price_Schedule_July_2_2010.pdf!
135!Independent!Electricity!System!Operator.!“FIT!Price!Schedule!August!13,!2010.”!Last!
Modified!August!13,!2010.!
http://fit.powerauthority.on.ca/Storage/11128_FIT_Price_Schedule_August_13_2010.pdf!
136 Independent!Electricity!System!Operator.!“February!1,!2011!–!New!FIT!Program!Proposed!for!
Commercial!Aggregators.”!Accessed!November!15,!2015.!!
http://fit.powerauthority.on.ca/february61620116new6fit6program6proposed6commercial6
aggregators!
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on the program during the time that the review was taking place, and therefore temporarily 
stopped processing applications during the review process.138  
 
Section K - April 5 2012: Updated FIT/microFIT price schedule 
 
 
 
Source: Independent System Electricity Operator 
http://fit.powerauthority.on.ca/sites/default/files/page/FIT%20and%20mFIT%20Price%20Sched
ule%20Version%202.0.pdf 
Key Changes in Pricing139  
 
•! Rooftop solar under 10 kWs drops from 80.2 cents to 54.9 
                                                                                                                                                       
137 Independent!Electricity!System!Operator.!“FIT!Program!Review!Under!Way.”!Accessed!
November!15,!2015.!!
http://fit.powerauthority.on.ca/program6updates/newsroom/fit6program6review6under6way!
138!Ibid.!
139!Independent!Electricity!System!Operator.”FIT/!mFIT!Price!Schedule.”!Accessed!November!15!
2015.!!
http://fit.powerauthority.on.ca/sites/default/files/page/FIT%20and%20mFIT%20Price%20Sche
dule!
!
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•!  Rooftop solar over 10 kWs, less than 250 Kws category is deleted, now it is over 10 kws 
to under 100 kws at 54.8 cents 
•! 250 kWs to less than 500 kWs is deleted and becomes 100 kWs to 500 kWs at 53.0 cents, 
opposed to 63.5 cents 
•! Over 500 kWs is now at 48.7 cents, changed from 53.9 cents.  
•! Groundmounted solar under 10 kWs has dropped from 64.2 kWs to 44.5 kWs 
•! The categories for over 10 kWs to less than 500 kWs and the categories for over 500 kWs 
to less than 5 MWs and the category for over 5 MWs are replacing the more general 
category of over 10 kWs to less than 10 MWs at 44.3 cents, to between 38.8 cents to 34.7 
cents.   
 
The price adders have been adjusted to incorporate amount of aboriginal participation and 
Community participation in projects. Whereas before the price adders were set based on the type 
of energy produced.140  
 
Section L - April 5, 2012: Priority Points System Added, Contract Capacity Set Aside 
Project  
 
The priority points system awards points to specific groups, aboriginals and community 
groups.141  The OPA reserved a minimum of 100 MW for projects with 50% or more community 
and aboriginal participation.142 These priority points help the projects get processed ahead of 
other projects and ensure a strong participating and representation from these specific groups.  
 
                                               
140!Ibid.!!
141!Independent!Electricity!System!Operator.”Feed!In!Tariff!Program!Review.”!Last!Modified!
April!5,!2012.!!
http://www.powerauthority.on.ca/sites/default/files/page/FIT6ReviewApril62012.pdf!
142!Ibid.!!
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Source: Independent Electricity System Operator 
http://fit.powerauthority.on.ca/sites/default/files/version3/FIT%20Rules%20Version%203.0%20
%28Oct%209%29%20Comparison%20to%20FIT%20Rules%20Version%203.0%20%28Oct%2
029%29.pdf 
 
The contract Capacity Set Asides allows for projects with more than 50% participation by 
aboriginals or communities to be set aside, part of a set number of MW of production from these 
specific groups. 143   
 
Section M - August 10, 2012: Final Fit 2.0 Program Documents Posted  
 
These changes include technicality changes to application processes and project location. 144 For 
example, one of the changes that was made was that a waterpower project should be placed 50 
kilometres or more from the agreed upon connection point.  
 
Section N - August 26, 2013: FIT/MicroFIT Updated Price Schedule  
 
The Price Changes are:145 
                                               
143 Independent!Electricity!System!Operator.!“Defined!Terms!for!the!Current!Application!
Period.”!Accessed!November!20,!2015.!!
http://fit.powerauthority.on.ca/program6resources/current6application6period!
144 Independent!Electricity!System!Operator.!“Feed!In!Tariff!Program!FIT!Rules!Version!2.0.”!Last!
Modified!August!10,!2012.!
http://fit.powerauthority.on.ca/sites/default/files/FIT%20Rules%20Version%202.0%20compari
son%20to%20draft.pdf!
145!Independent!Electricity!System!Operator.!“2013!FIT/MicroFIT!Price!Comparison!Table.”!
Accessed!November!12,!2015.!!
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•! Under 10 kWs drops from 54.9 cents to 39.6 cents 
•! Over 10 kWs to less than 100 kWs drops from 54.8 cents to 34.5 cents 
•!  The section over 100 Kws to less than 500 KWs is changed to over 100 kWs, at a price 
of 32.9 cents.  
•! Groundmount is switched to non-rooftop 
•! Under 10 kWs dropped from 44.5 cents 29.1 cents 
•! The differentiators from 10 kWs to less than 500 kWs and 500 kWs to less than 5 MWs 
and over 5 MWs is changed to 1 category of over 10 kWs, at 28.8 cents, as opposed to 
38.8 cents to 34.7 cents.  
 
The program has expanded to include municipality or public sector entity participation projects. 
This change shows the move to prioritize a third group, through the FIT program, the municipal 
or public sector group.146  
 
Section O - August 16, 2013: Changes to Domestic Content and New FIT/microFIT Price 
Schedule 
 
Based on the World Trade Organization’s May 24, 2013 ruling, the domestic content required in 
the Fit and microFIT program was lowered for on-shore wind facilities and solar photovoltaic 
facilities.147 The requirements for domestic content for on-shore wind facilities was lowered to 
20 percent from 50 percent, a 60% reduction.148 The requirements for domestic content solar 
photovoltaic facilities using crystalline silicon PV technology was lowered to 22 percent from 60 
percent, a 63 percent reduction.149 The requirements for domestic content for solar photovoltaic 
facilities utilizing thin-film PV technology was lowered to 28 percent from 60 percent, a 53 
                                               
146!Ibid.!!
147 Independent!Electricity!System!Operator.!“August!16,!2013:!Changes!to!Domestic!Content!
and!New!FIT/microFIT!Price!Schedule.”!Last!Modified!August!16,!2013.!!
http://fit.powerauthority.on.ca/newsroom/august616620136program6update!
148!Independent!Electricity!System!Operator.!“Summary!of!Changes!from!FIT!2.1!to!Draft!FIT!3.”!
Last!Modified!September!4,!2013.!!
http://fit.powerauthority.on.ca/sites/default/files/page/Summary%20of%20Changes%20from
%20FIT%202.1%20to%20DRAFT%20FIT%203!
149!Ibid.!!
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percent reduction.150 The requirements for solar photovoltaic facilities utilizing concentrated PV 
technology was reduced to 19 percent from 60 percent, a 68 percent reduction.151  
 
Section P - October 20, 2013: Updated FIT Rules Version 3.0  
 
The Key changes to the contract from version 2.0 to 3.0 is that both MicroFIT and FIT projects 
had to be put on the same property, and couldn’t be separated on different properties, even if the 
individual owned the different properties that they wished to utilize for the program. 152 
 
Section Q - October 2013: The Municipal and Public Sector Energy Partnerships Program 
 
The municipal and public sector energy partnerships program was tasked into creation by the 
Minster of Energy as a result of the review of the FIT program, and the new FIT Version 3.0. 153 
The fund was created to support municipalities and public sectors to take part in the FIT program 
through funding.154 The Program is meant to act in similar ways as the Aboriginal Renewable 
Energy Fund and the Community Energy Partnerships Program. The maximum amount of 
funding available to municipal and public sector entities is $500,000.155 
 
Section R - January 1, 2014: New Pricing Schedule for MicroFIT and FIT Program 
 
A limit has been placed on kWs. Previously, the On-Shore Wind, Waterpower, Renewable 
Biomass, Biogas and Landfill Gas had unlimited kWs, now the projects can only produce a 
maximum of 500 kWs. 156  
                                               
150
!Ibid.!!
151
!Ibid.!!
152!Ibid.!!
153 Independent!Electricity!System!Operator.!“Interim!Program!Rules:!Municipal!and!Public!
Sector!Energy!Partnerships!Program.”!Accessed!November!20,!2015.!!
http://www.powerauthority.on.ca/sites/default/files/programs/Interim6MPSEPP6Rules.pdf!
154!Ibid.!!
155!Ibid.!!
156 Independent!Electricity!System!Operator.!“FIT/!mircoFIT!Price!Schedule!(January!1,!2014).”!
Last!Modified!January!1,!2014.!!
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Section S - August 29, 2014: Enhancements to the Feed in Tariff program 
 
The Minister of Energy directed the OPA to consult with key stakeholders to develop proposed 
enhancements to the Fit and MicroFIT program which would be implemented in 2015. 157 Key 
proposed changes include removing the Priority Points System while maintaining the contract 
capacity set asides.158 This change was proposed because the Ministry of Energy was acting in an 
effort to reduce the cost associated with projects.159 In tandem with this change was a proposal to 
include price bid-down priority points, which would prioritize projects that had successfully 
reduced the project’s Contract Price. In the report, the Ministry included reports showing the 
high degree of participation in the program from the prioritized groups.160 See figure 1. The 
participation from said groups was at 80.4 percent with FIT version 2, and increased to 90.8 
percent with Version 3.0.161   
 
Figure 1 
 
Source: Independent Electricity System Operator 
http://fit.powerauthority.on.ca/sites/default/files/version3/FIT%202015%20Discussion%20Paper
.pdf  
 
Section T - September 2014: New FIT/MicroFIT Price Schedule  
 
                                                                                                                                                       
http://fit.powerauthority.on.ca/sites/default/files/version3/2014%20FIT%20Price%20Schedule
_Final_20131107.pdf!
157&Independent!Electricity!System!Operator.!“Discussion!Paper:!Enhancements!to!the!Feed6In!
Tariff!Program.”!Accessed!November!22,!2015.!!!
http://fit.powerauthority.on.ca/sites/default/files/version3/FIT%202015%20Discussion%20Pap
er.pdf!
158!Ibid.!!
159!Ibid.!!
160!Ibid.!!
161!Ibid.!!
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The key changes to the price schedule are: 162   
 
•! Solar PV Rooftop for 10 kWs and less has declined from 39.6 cents to 38.4 cents 
•! Solar PV Rooftop for 10 kWs to less than 100 kWs has declined from 34.5 cents to 34.3 
cents 
•! Solar PV Rooftop for over 100 kWs to less than 500 kWs has declined from 32.9 cents 
31.6 cents.  
•! Solar PV non-rooftop for less than 10 kWs has declined from 29.1 cents to 28.9 cents 
•! Solar PV non-rooftop for greater than 10 kWs and less than 500 kWs has declined from 
28.8 cents to 27.5 cents.  
 
Section V - April 2015: FIT/MicroFIT Contract Version 4.0 
 
The new changes to the FIT program are the price reduction priority points, which are awarded 
to applicants who reduced their contract price by a set percentage.163 The priority points for the 
specialized groups were removed and the replaced by site host points, which are awarded to 
applicants who are applying for a project to be hosted 100% on aboriginal or first nation lands.164  
 
 
Source: Independent Electricity System Operator. http://fit.powerauthority.on.ca/fit-program/priority-points 
                                               
162 Independent!Electricity!System!Operator.!“FIT!Price!Schedule!2014609630.”!Last!Modified!
September!30,!2014.!
http://fit.powerauthority.on.ca/sites/default/files/version3/FIT%20Price%20Schedule%2020146
09630.pdf!
163!Independent!Electricity!System!Operator.!“Priority!Points.”!Accessed!November!22,!2015.!
http://fit.powerauthority.on.ca/fit6program/priority6points!
164!Ibid.!!
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Appendix&B&
 
Interview with Ben Weir from the Canadian Solar Industry Association.   
 
Question 1. How did the renewable energy industry change in Ontario after the FIT 
program was introduced? 
 
Answer: “I worked with the Ontario Power Authority and we were responsible for writing FIT 
rules and contracts in the administration and procurement so I am very familiar with the shift as 
we got into targeting the three different prioritized groups. And talking about how that has 
changed and what those relationships look like. Where I am not going to be of much help and 
value to you likely is the stuff about pre-FIT because I was not working with this group at the 
time whether it was the OPA or CANSIA and most of my information from there is not first 
hand experience. Just things that I have heard from other people or whatever materials that we 
were looking at when we were going through the process of changing the program.”  
 
Question 2. You were part of the committee that planned the program? 
 
Answer: “I wasn’t with the group that launched the program in 2009, but my team was the same 
team, I joined it after the program was already launched, so when we went into FIT review in 
2011 or 2012, which was the slow down or pausing of procurement, the major over haul of all 
the rules, my team did that. I joined the team in 2011 and I was working on the FIT procurement 
slash design team and I was there for three or four months before program review kicked off and 
we did the whole program review and I was there for all of the changes for FIT 3 and all of the 
changes for FIT 4 and my team wrote the LRP as well.  
 
Question 3. What was the motivation behind motivating these three groups to participate 
from the outset? 
 
Answer: It was all sort of part of the broader vision for the program, which was trying to change 
the landscape of who was generating energy in the Province and to a certain extent try to 
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democratize where energy was coming from. The other part of it was trying to the extent 
possible to garner or build community support for the projects. I don’t think anybody knew the 
extent to which there was going to be opposition to the projects, especially on the wind side of 
things but I think people sort of thought that a piece of sound project planning involves getting 
community support and one of the ways to do that is to incentivize the communities in which 
you are going to locate the project to take an equity stake in the project. At the outset it was 
purely done by what we call price adders which were an additional sum of money, cents per 
kilowatt hour. Communities at the time, when they were first launched, was a relatively broad 
term and it became a little more circumscribed as time went on but when it first started it covered 
all the way down to an individual, that was changed later to essentially mean co-ops, which was 
a way to make sure it was property owners in the area, that they had owned the property for a 
certain amount of time so these weren’t parachuted in etcetera and they needed a certain number 
in order to count as a community. The two geniuses of the idea were community support on the 
one hand and sort of fitting in with the broader vision democratizing of the energy system, 
making more people have a stake in the actual projects.  
 
Question 4. Would you say that this was also an effort to allow citizens to take 
responsibility of their energy consumption and relation to energy and re-evaluate how 
individuals react and consume energy?  
 
Answer: Yes I think that was definitively Smitherman’s vision when he brought it in. It created 
a working group called the RESIT group, made up of people of LDCs, the Ministry of Energy, 
all the people that were going to be involved in creating and administrating the program. That 
was a central concern of theirs but not a central concern of the energy systems experts. That was 
definitively a government led initiative. There has always been a certain amount of conflict 
between what the quote on quote energy experts wanted to do with the program and what the 
government wanted to do with the program. The government certainty had a different quote on 
quote policy decision and they dragged the energy experts along for the ride.  
 
Question 5. Would you say the incentive strategy for these groups has been successful? Has 
the price adders etc. created support for the projects in these three groups? 
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Answer: I have two answers to that question. One, the price adders, when they were launched 
with FIT 1 were not successful in ringing on participation from those groups. They weren’t 
offering enough financial incentives to cover the costs of having to bring those partners on, so 
that was legal and financial structuring, building the relationship of the partnership, and that’s 
finding the groups that actually have equity money to put towards the partnership. Which was 
difficult given the amount of financial incentive being offered. And you are able to look at 
contract offer lists, which are all posted on IESO’s website, which will show which projects were 
participation project and which weren’t. The amount of aboriginal projects from the first round 
was something like 17 and I don’t remember the community numbers but they were also pretty 
small. Because this was part of the vision for the program, the government instituted the priority 
points system in FIT 2, which maintained the price adders but also have your priority points and 
then we got into a phase where we were also putting in contract capacity set asides which were 
specific portion of the overall procurement target for the round, and the people get first kick at 
the can for those participation projects. The conjunction of those three mechanisms was 
incredibly effective in getting participation with those projects.  By the time we got to FIT 3, it 
was something like 99% of the projects had some kind of a partner. On the face of it, it was 
incredibly effective, you had tones of projects coming in with these partners, and these partners 
are getting something out of the deal they are very likely getting some sort of revenue sharing 
agreement, they are getting jobs out of the deal, they are getting training on how to install, 
especially on reserve type projects so they can build the capacity to do it themselves. But the idea 
of the whole system was to have them have an equity stake in the projects. Generally for the full 
development, people will generally do about 20% of it as their own equity dollars and finance 
the rest. The idea was the aboriginal group will pool their money together to get the equity stake 
and that equity stake goes around and says that is how much participation you have. And to get 
access to the contract capacity set aside you had to have more than 50% economic interest and it 
was originally thought of as that means that they control the project, they have the most equity 
stake in it, it is there project and if it was lower than that then they don’t have access to the 
CCSA. But what was actually happening in a lot of these projects is that they were actually being 
loaned the money from the developer so it wasn’t their own money, it wasn’t an equity stake, 
which means as the money starts flowing from this project, they are using it to pay off the debt 
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that they have now from the developer. Like I said, 100% they are getting something out of it, so 
they are getting something and whatever it is is making them happy to sign the line. What we 
decided at the OPA side was that its not exactly what we initially envisioned, but its bringing on 
the partners that we wanted, and it’s making them happy enough to sign on and who are we to 
say that that is not enough. Sometimes they provided money to an area, sometimes they just got 
x amount of revenue, this made us satisfied as well.   
 
Question 6. Why did the Priority Points change to Price Reduction Priority Points? What 
was the thinking behind this change? How did this impact the amount of partnerships?  
  
Answer: We don’t actually know the results of how it impacted the amount partnerships yet 
because they result hasn’t been released. The thinking there was basically, they are getting the 
benefit of priority points, contract set asides and price adders, that’s a lot of mechanisms used to 
incent partnerships. That is creating an uneven playing field with the people who have to go out 
and partner to increase their chances of getting a contract compared to the people who want to go 
out and put solar on their roof or developers who are able to do their projects more cost effective, 
and then they have to go out and make partnerships and this is not the most cost effective way of 
developing renewable energy projects. Our thinking was that we can removed the priority points 
and maintain the price adders and contract capacity set asides and there is still enough motivation 
to partner because you want to get first kick at the can at those MWs and you are still 
incentivized to do the extra work of bringing on the partner via the price adders, but there is no 
reason to give them the added benefit of the priority points because what would happen is you 
would fill out all the contract capacity set asides with participation projects but because they also 
got the priority points, it means that for the group of Mws that were not part of the contract 
capacity set asides you still had all these partnership projects being at the front of the line for 
those additional megawatts because they had the most priority points so it was completely 
swapping out any development from the private sector which was not part of the partnerships 
and in our mind this was the group of individuals and companies that was going to drive down 
costs and do this more cheaply and because the cost of the program was one of the biggest 
concerns and remains so. We wanted to introduce the price reduction priority points. There is 
always going to be people who could do it cheaper, for those that could, why not let them and 
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prioritize them for that. We save money, they get a contract and everybody wins so to speak. 
Removing the old priority points also enabled projects to go to developers who would be most 
able to take advantage of the price reduction priority points. To level the playing field and save 
money while we were at it. Again, we don’t know the result of the change because they haven’t 
released the numbers and they won’t do that until we get into the connection-testing phase, that’s 
when they do an update, and break down projects by type and participate, this will likely happen 
next year. That is when we will know how many projects were not partnered and those that were.  
 
Question 7. How has the IESO’s focus changed since the beginning of the program. Can 
you comment on the way the market has changed?  
 
Answer: At the beginning of the program, it was a niche market, there was not very much 
development. Most of the solar industry was motivated by altruistic concerns, like putting solar 
on my house because I want to save the environment. That was because from a power system 
perspective, such as building a project to supply the grid, the economics just weren’t there. You 
are not going to have massive influx of businesses when they can’t prove a rate of return. When 
the FIT program came in it did two things, it spurred domestic activity (large flare up of different 
sizes of companies) and most of the utility scale were from companies coming in internationally, 
like the Sun Edisons of the world. Didn’t have too many home grown companies taking on the 
massive stuff, most of these projects were done by countries with Canadian arms.  
This has changed subsequently through stoppages of the program and shady companies etc. you 
have seen a consolidation of these companies over the past few years.  
 
Question 8. What difficulties, threats, risks and opportunities do you see for the Ontario 
renewable energy industry?  
 
Answer: The answer to both of those questions is the same. Net metering is the future but also 
the significant risk. The conclusion of microFIT and FIT procurement is slated to be at the 
beginning of 2018. If we can get the net-metering policies right, and if it continues to incent 
businesses to offer these products then we will be in a really good place. It takes away a lot of 
the negative reaction to these things. Under a net-metering scenario, the financing is much more 
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of a risk because you are relying on individual customer’s consumption and if the customer 
leaves or conserves electricity so they don’t use as much, you have a much bigger risk on your 
revenue steam that you do on the FIT program. We don’t know where the industry will land with 
the onset of net-metering, it could be excellent or it could put a big kibosh on the industry and 
take five years until the price point makes sense. Net-metering is the biggest opportunity and the 
biggest risk.  
 
Question 9. How have people’s attitudes changed towards the solar industry?   
 
Answer: We are definitely past the education phase. I will check with my boss and see if he is 
okay with me sending public opinion polling and see if they are willing to pay more for solar etc.  
 
Question 10. Is the FIT Program still viewed about energy procurement or is it about 
targeting these groups? How has the divide been?  
 
Answer: I think they are trying to strike a balance between the two. They are trying to be as cost 
effective as they can without ripping the rug from below these groups who have benefited from 
the program since 2012. I think what makes sense going forward is the next round needs to scale 
back further and the final round probably shouldn’t have any additional support for these groups 
and it needs to be purely about cost effectiveness for these groups. Under a net-metering 
framework where I think this all is going, you are not going to have anything that supports one 
group over another and you are not going to have extra money for one group or set aside 
amounts of megawatts.  
 
End of Interview. 
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